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Volvo’s plant in Umeå has a constant need for development, where to start
new activities like projects and investments are important tools, where the
competition on the market is increasing. The need for investments are major
compared to the resources available, both in terms of human resources and
economic resources. The plant needs to prioritize trying to choose what kind
of investments are the best for the plant’s future. The problem is that there is
a lack of reliable priority model for investments that consider several different
parameters. To solve this issue the goal is to create a useful model that can
work as a tool to prioritize projects and investments in an appropriate and
reliable way.
The study began with a literature review to make the researcher approach the
subject and gather the knowledge needed for this study. After this, qualitative
semi-structured interviews were made with different managers at the plant, to
acquire their expertise and knowledge regarding the selection of criteria and
their preferences of how the model should work. The next step was to analyze
the old model used at the plant, its strengths, and weaknesses. At the same
time, constant discussions were held with the supervisor and his manager but
as well with the university, mainly through seminars. When the researcher felt
he was ready he started to create the new model.
There were 30 criteria included in the model, mainly collected through
interviews. The large number of criteria collected were sorted into Volvo’s
catchwords SQDCEP (Safety, Quality, Delivery, Cost, Environmental, People).
These were decided to function as the main criteria in the model, and all the
30 criteria were called sub-criteria. The model itself originates from a process
called the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). It is an established and wellknown methodology to make prioritizations. Its main idea is to compare every
single project against each other which makes the method very thoughtful, solid
and probably better than other ones.
The conclusion is that the model is complete and should work perfectly to be
used for Volvo and other companies in the complex manufacturing industry.
Furthermore, the criteria chosen for the model should also be applicable for
other similar companies to Volvo, as the criteria are not unique.
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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning
Volvos fabrik i Umeå har ett ständigt behov av utveckling, där aktiviteter, projekt och
investeringar genomförs eftersom man ständigt måste förbättra sig på en konkurrensutsatt
marknad. Behovet av att investera är större än de finansiella resurser och personalresurser
som finns att tillgå. Det krävs därför att företaget prioriterar vilka och vilken typ av
investeringar som ger mest effekt. Problemet är att de saknade en tydlig och tillförlitlig
prioritetsmodell för investeringar, som tar hänsyn till tillräckligt antal med parametrar.
För att lösa detta problem var målet att skapa en modell som skall fungera som ett verktyg
för att just prioritera projekt och investeringar på ett bättre sätt.
Studien inleddes med en litteraturöversikt för att forskaren skulle kunna sätta sig in i och
förstå ämnet och få den kunskap som behövdes för att göra denna studie. Därefter gjordes
kvalitativa semi-strukturerade intervjuer med de olika cheferna på fabriken, för att få del
av deras kompetens, kunskap och syn på urvalet av kriterier, samt deras preferenser för
hur modellen skulle fungera i praktiken. Nästa steg var att analysera den gamla modellen,
som använts I fabriken och dess styrkor och svagheter. Under tiden genomfördes
diskussioner med handledaren samt hans chef, men också med universitetet,
huvudsakligen genom seminarier. När forskaren kände sig redo började forskaren skapa
den nya modellen. De antal kriterier som ingår i modellen är 30. I huvudsak samlades de
in under själva intervjuerna. De insamlade kriterierna blev väldigt många, så de
grupperades in under Volvos ledord SQDCEP (Säkerhet, Kvalitet, Leverans, Kostnad,
Miljö, Människor), som också beslutades att fungera som huvudkriterier i modellen. De
30 insamlade kriterierna kallas underkriterier. Modellen härstammar från en process som
kallas Analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Det är en etablerad och välkänd metod för att
göra prioriteringar. Huvudidén är att jämföra varje enskilt projekt mot varandra, vilket
gör metoden mycket genomtänkt, solid och förmodligen bättre än andra alternativ.
Slutsatsen är att modellen fungerar och bör passa perfekt för Volvo och andra företag som
verkar inom den komplexa tillverkningsindustrin. Dessutom bör de kriterier som ingår i
modellen också kunna tillämpas på andra liknande företag, eftersom kriterierna inte är
unika för just Volvo på något sätt.
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1 Introduction
The first chapter in the report will give the reader a background to the study and a short
general presentation of the company and more specifically about the plant in Umeå.
Furthermore, the task is described in which Volvo GTO in Umeå are requesting and what
aims and goals to accomplish are presented. In the end, the disposition of the study is
explained.

1.1 Background
Volvo Trucks are a subsidiary from Volvo Group, making trucks. The first Volvo truck
was made already in 1928, and from then Volvo has become the largest manufacturer of
heavy trucks in Europe. Volvo’s trucks are famous for their reliability and are made on
their core values; quality, safety and care of the environment. These values affect
everything Volvo does and stands for (Volvo AB, 2019). In 2018 Volvo made a net sale
of 390,8 billion SEK which was an increase with 17 % compared to the year before, which
also was a record-breaking year for the group. Of the 390,8 billion SEK, the trucks
contributed with 250,4 billion SEK or 64,1 % of the total net sales. Although, there are
other brands included in these figures, then just the Volvo truck brand like Mack Trucks
and Renault Trucks, which are part of the Volvo Group (Volvo Group, 2019).
Volvo Group Truck Operations (GTO) in Umeå is the group’s largest manufacturing plant
of the cabins to the heavy trucks made by Volvo, e.g. the Volvo FH and Volvo FM. The
cabins produced are delivered further to assembly plants in Gothenburg and Ghent.
Furthermore, the plant in Umeå supplies factories in Russia, Asia, Africa, North and
South America, and Australia with cabins, detail parts, and other loose parts as well.
The cabin factory in Umeå currently has a capacity of 75,000 cabins per year in two shifts
and is one of the largest engineering industries in the northern part of Sweden, with
approximately 1,400 employees. Today the plant is one of the world’s most modern cabin
factories, with an advanced production technology based on robots and computerized
monitoring systems.
The production process is governed from the order from the customer, which means that
each cabin is made entirely unique based on the customers preferences. The cabins are
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ID number controlled and should be delivered always at the right time and with the right
quality.
Volvo GTO Umeå in Summary


Production of 75,000 cabins per year, plus CKD (completely knocked down kits)
and detail parts.



Total area of 375,000 square meters, heated area 175,000 square meters.



The plant is built between 1938 and 2010.



1,400 employees, o/w 1,200 workers and 200 officials.



In total 1,560 employees in the area of the factory.

1.2 Purpose
Volvo’s plant in Umeå has a constant need to make improvements and therefor implement
activities like projects and investments. The need for investments is often major compared
to the resources, in terms of human resources and financials. The plant needs to prioritize
which kinds of investments they should do. As for now they are lacking a firm and reliable
model to prioritize investments that considers several different parameters. Volvo has
realized the need to adapt and to be more efficient when making investments in the Umeå
plant, therefore, they wanted to investigate the possibility to make these investments in a
more profitable and sustainable way. The factors or parameters that are of importance are
of course financial reasons, as well as number of employees but also other aspects, like
Volvo’s core values, business plans, strategies, industry 4.0, safety and environment,
quality, etc. The will to continuously learn more and to develop is crucial in the truck
business to maintain Volvos market-leading position. The company will always need to
develop further to take the next step of their business. In that sense Volvo believes that
this project is very important to rationalize their plant in Umeå, even more. It is very
important for Volvo to keep its competitiveness in the truck industry, which is crucial for
the future. This means that it is always necessary to develop continuously, being a market
leader in the industry. One way of continuing doing so, is to make strategic and wise
decisions in every aspect of the company, not to waste money on unnecessary investments
not making enough pay off. The fewer mistakes made in the business, and instead
increase the number of right decisions, the chances to keep the leading position and still
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be a market leader will increase undoubtedly and lead to even greater possibility for
expansion. (Enrique, 2017).
The current model used at the moment in Volvo is a tool to support and judge which
investments and projects they should proceed with. However, they are not completely
happy about it. The model is very simple and only considers a few criteria which all are
weighted the same. The criteria are mainly regarding the financial and strategic directions
of the organization. The development of the old model was made fast and not completely
thoughtful as they did not have the time to develop it in a more appropriate way. The
researcher getting the view of it as a tool just for the “sake of it”, having something that
can help the decision-makers to make decisions. Therefore, the conclusion is that this
model is unreliable and unclear, especially when this tool is used for the purpose to make
very important and good decisions.
The main challenge and problem for the plant, in this case, is that they want to spend
more on investing in the plant then they have available. The plant sometimes making the
wrong investments as the prioritization is made in a non-thoughtful way. This implies
that they need to start making better decisions and prioritizations which leads to less waste
of money in investing terms. There are of course opportunities to solve these problems.
If they could make the right prioritization and decisions regarding the investments of the
plant, it probably can lead to higher efficiency and effectiveness for the whole plant as
the supposed investments are made to make the plant better in different ways, e.g. if an
investment of a new machine that is faster than the old it can decrease the total time of
manufacturing a cab, they would save money, or if an investment of new machinery to
just replace the old due to many errors leading to many stops in the production line. Both
these two different investments would probably save money for the plant. Of course, there
are other aspects than the economical view of it as well. As Volvo wants to be a green
and sustainable company an investment that would help them increase their sustainability
also is prioritized highly or investments regarding safety can help them decrease accidents
in the plant are, of course, also great investments and highly prioritized by them.
Meanwhile, if the plant in Umeå can increase the efficiency and effectiveness and clearly
show it for the management and the headquarters, there might be increased opportunities,
trust, and influence, which may lead to more money for investments in the plant as well
as more influence in the company. Obviously, there are also a big chance and opportunity
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to save money for the plant in terms of making the right investments and to avoid bad
investments and waste with no gain.
How to select the best projects and investments is also mentioned by other authors.
Shaygan and Testik (2017) claim that it is very important to identify, prioritize and select
projects to avoid underperformance as much as possible for companies. Furthermore,
Purnus and Bodea (2014) claims similar things. To be successful regarding PPM
(portfolio project management) it is needed to have a proper PPM system that can help
with the selection of projects and investments as this is very important for organizations
to be successful (Purnus & Bodea, 2014). If organizations having a great ability of project
selection and prioritization it can be used as a competitive edge according to Purnus and
Bodea (2014) as well.
Rabbani, Armoon Bajestani and Baharian Khoshkhou (2010) claim that the problem in
project selection often is recognized as a critical issue for the people making the decisions
since it is many aspects that need to be considered at the same time. Therefore, a model
or system is important to help organizations regarding these issues (Rabbani, Bajestani,
& Khoshkhou, 2010).
Enoch (2015) states that the importance of spending money on the right things is crucial
to do more with less, regarding project selection (Enoch, 2015).
When looking at macro changes the main thing that motivates this study is, of course, the
economic side of it, but also environmental and technological. As other truck companies,
or every company, Volvo are striving to increase profit and being the market leader in the
industry which is, in the long run, the goal to succeed. A model like this that can save and
invest money wisely may affect the overall financials of a company in a great way. This
is necessary to do, to develop and to keep the competitors behind. Speaking of macro and
the economical side of it, it is about the competition around the world, at least for Volvo.
Looking into the macro-environmental aspect, the world is slowly changing into a greener
way of living in all terms, governments and countries are pushing companies e.g. Volvo
to switch to better sustainability and environmental way of doing their business. Of
course, there is a big change and costs for many companies but the gain of being seen as
a green and sustainable are in the long term obviously a big advantage, not least
reputation-wise. Volvo is always trying to be as sustainable and green as possible and
hopefully, the investment model can help the company to make and prioritize the right
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investments in terms of environmental and sustainable aspects as well. The macro
technological changes in the world also affect Volvo in terms of companies investing in
new technologies leading to better market positions as well as better products. For the
plant development is crucial for the business and with the supposed investment model
there are opportunities that can be used, as the investment model is made to make the
right investment decisions including technological ones too.
The micro changes are probably more relevant regarding the study being made, especially
about the organizational and the plant in Umeå. In other terms, the organization’s main
benefit of the new investment prioritization model which will lead to more successful
investments and probably can lead to cost savings too.
The researcher agrees that a prioritization model for investments and projects can help to
prioritize the right investments and to make the right decisions that would affect
profitability of the company, i.e. cost savings. At the moment the researcher believes that
the model will help the plant in Umeå (micro-changes) most, making better prioritizing
of investments, but maybe this study also could be a ground for a future framework when
investing generally at Volvo and possible function as general concept in the complex
manufacturing industry as well.
The management team at the plant thinks this problem is a financial problem, as financing
is a constraint compare to new investments needed. In that sense the problem is mostly
an economic problem, but as the study is about doing a model that can prioritize the right
investments it can also be called a structural problem, because of the reason that they
sometimes fail to make the right decisions when selecting which projects, activities and
investments that they should invest in. The expectations of the work to be done is an
investment model that can help the plant to prioritize and make better decisions.
The expectation and the reason for this work is that the plant has less money available for
investments that they need for investments, etc. The dilemmas are; how do you create a
model like this? Which methods are to be used? Which aspects need to be considered and
used? How should the model prioritize, evaluate and select the right investments? How
should the model be presented and visualized? What program should be used? Those are
some questions that need to be answered, to even have the chance to solve this problem.
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Volvo believes that industry 4.0 will come and will bring big changes to the industry and
to society overall. To continue being a market leader in the industry, they also need to
adapt and assimilate to the change that it brings. When talking about industry 4.0 the main
thing is that what was started in the third industrial revolution is now becoming adopted
to computerization and automation systems fuelled by machine learning and data (Marr,
2018). Some changes that could be in terms of industry 4.0 are especially in
manufacturing. With more automation and machine learning would probably lead to less
need of workers which further will lead to cost savings in terms of labor, but other savings
too.
As this investment model is supposed to help to make their investments at the plant in
Umeå, it is the main focus of the work. Though, the model’s framework could be a tool
for other complex manufacturing industries overall. The framework could for sure be
adjusted to fit other industries to their important parameters and aspects. In that sense, the
researcher thinks that the analysis and conclusions drawn from the Volvo plant in Umeå
could be useful to the model generally. Though, for an optimal result, the need for
adaption to fit the selected area is of big importance. For every company and organization,
the importance of not wasting money and prioritize the money on the right things are
highly important. It does not matter what kind of organization it is, nor the public or
private sector, the importance of being wise with the money and to be trite enough. If the
public sector wastes a lot of money the taxpayers will moan and complain, maybe against
the taxes and that they do not get the welfare they pay for. Meanwhile, if the public sector
uses the money wisely, the taxpayers will be happy and perhaps they can decrease the
taxes as well which leads to more money left in the pocket for the taxpayers. It is the same
with the private sector, if they can make good decisions regarding investments that could
lead to more profit for the company and stakeholders, furthermore, it would make the
product itself cheaper, which will, in the end if the producer lower the price, save money
for the customer.
The main interest of this task is for the Department of Masterplan and Projects at the plant
in Umeå, to help them make a framework that can prioritize which investments and
projects that should be done. But there is also an interest for the different departments in
the plant as they also have made local priorities of the investments they want to do. These
investment ideas are handled by the Master and Projects department. Though, of course,
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the whole factory has an interest in the work as it has the potential to gain the whole plant.
The outcome of the work will function as a strategical tool to make the right decisions
and prioritizations in terms of investments. As mentioned before the model supposed to
be created have the ability to help the whole organization to evaluate and decide the
investments.
Although, the model needs to work accordingly expectations and of course give some
value back. In discussions, there are speculations that the model will reward even more
aspects than others. Probably the model will reward investments that focus on new
technology and investments that are developing them against the future. Development
can be both positive and negative. The potential investments may lead to layoffs, which
is a negative thing, but on the other hand, it can be crucial for the whole plant’s existence
in the future. But on the other side there are also a lot of jobs saved, development is always
necessary, otherwise competition will sooner or later make the plant come into struggles.
Of course, a technological shift and together with development can lead to workers get
substituted and terminated which is an ethical and moral problem that Volvo needs to
discuss, as the workers eventually lose their jobs and income which will put the worker’s
and their families into a tough position. The model itself is not a problem in terms of
ethical or moral discussions, but the potential investments prioritized by the model can,
of course, lead to ethical and moral dilemmas, but this is more a question for specific
investments in general and not for this model created.

1.3 Purpose Summary
The first objective is to develop a model that consider several relevant parameters which
can prioritize the investments and projects according to different types of aspects, for the
plant in Umeå. The prioritization model should be easy to use, have the possibility to be
developed further and have the ability to be visualized in an understanding way. With this
model, it should be easy to choose the best investments or projects for each aspect
available in the model. If the model can be used generally, it is very positive. Furthermore,
the second objective of the thesis is to contribute academically to the subject area of
Industrial Management/Economy and especially in the subject of prioritizing investments
and projects. From a theoretical perspective it is interesting if there will be a possibility
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to make a model that not only fits Volvo, but also a general framework that can be applied
to other complex manufacturing industries, but hopefully even other sectors too.
1.3.1 Problem Statement
As Volvo GTO has a limited budget for their investments and projects it is crucial to
spend money on right things for development, to keep the position as leader in the sector.
At this point of time they have no structured and reliable way to conduct this issue, and
sometimes wrong investments are unfortunately made.
1.3.2 Research Question


Which criteria and/or aspects are relevant to include in a prioritization model for
the complex manufacturing industry and how should this model be designed to
help these organizations?

1.4 Disposition
The reports disposition looks as follows:


In the section theoretical framework different theories regarding project portfolio
management, risk management, project selection and prioritization are presented.
Furthermore, some methods to prioritize projects and investments are described.



In the methodology section the different methods are described, research design,
qualitative research, ethical consideration, and limitations.



In the result section, the actual result from the study is presented, the selected
criteria to use in the model and the model created itself.



In the analysis section, the result regarding criteria and model is analyzed and
interpret.



In the conclusion section, the conclusion from the work and whole study are
processed.



In the discussion section, there are some reflections and thoughts regarding ethical
implications, etc.
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2 Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework present existing research and knowledge in the field relevant
to the thesis which should create an understanding and suggestions for improvements for
the study. First, the literature review relevant to the thesis is presented and discussed,
second the theory used to build the model is conducted.

2.1 Literature Review
This section will handle some of the current research of theories, possible methods
available to make a prioritization model and some general and relevant theories regarding
the subject. These methods are summarized and shortly described to get the reader an
understanding of how a model can work, which it can do and the similarities between
them. Also, it will help to understand the method chosen for the study that is conducted.
2.1.1 Project Portfolio Management
Project portfolio management’s purpose is to help to make the right projects at the right
time, by managing and selecting a portfolio of projects (Enoch, 2015). One thing worth
mentioning, is that project portfolio management is completely different compared to
project and program management as project and program management consider the
execution and delivery regarding projects. The definition of project portfolio management
according to The Project Management Institute (2013) follows as “the coordinated
management of one or more portfolios to achieve organizational strategies and
objectives” and “includes interrelated organizational processes by which an organization
evaluates, selects, prioritizes, and allocates its limited internal resources to best
accomplish organizational strategies consistent with its vision, missions, and values”
(PMI, 2013). Another definition by the Office of Government Commerce (2010) in the
United Kingdom follows as “a coordinated collection of strategic processes and decisions
that together enable the most effective balance of organizational change and business as
usual” (Office of Government Commerce, 2010).
With appropriate portfolio management, the business value increases by aligning projects
with the organization’s strategy, in terms of making the most of limited resources, and as
well building synergies between projects. Organizations that do not manage to handle the
project portfolio management in a satisfied way, often lead to failure to deliver strategic
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results as the organization attempt the wrong projects or have too many projects ongoing
(Oltmann, 2008).
Project portfolio management is the foundation and risk management together with
project selection and prioritization are parts inside of it. Therefore, it is important to
understand some of the backgrounds to the study’s main subject regarding project
selection and prioritization.
2.1.1.1 Risk Management

Regarding investments, projects and project selection, risk management is also very
relevant to bear in mind. The definition of risk management used is often “the systematic
process of identifying, analyzing and responding to project risks” (Nagarajan, 2002).
Another definition by Hubbard (2009) follows as that risk management is the
identification, evaluation, and prioritization of risks followed by a structured application
of resources to reduce, observe and control the probability or impact of risk events
(Hubbard, 2009). Usually, there are two types of events, a negative event that is
categorized as a risk and a positive event that is categorized as an opportunity. Depending
on the context of the application of risk management, methods definitions, etc. widely
differ between contexts. In this study, the risk management is relevant in the context of
project management.
To get a better understanding of the probability and the total impact of the risk, plenty of
various risk factors are analyzed during the risk management process. The process
includes risk planning, identification, quantitative analysis, qualitative analysis, response
planning and control/monitoring (PMBOK). The risk quantification procedure practices
empirical and mathematical techniques like Delphi methods or probabilistic sampling,
etc. to measure the impact of the risk. The main point with measures and quantifying the
risk is to ensure that the reward is acceptable compared to the risk taken (Nagarajan,
2002). In this case where the focus is on projects/investments a company always needs to
consider if the potential gain of a project or investment is proportional to the risk that they
need to take.
Furthermore, risk management is a procedure within the structure of project management
that requires continuous assessment of all risks identified through the whole duration of
the project. The assessments are based on aspects such as the probability of a risk and the
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impact of it. The time until a decision is made, and the uncertainty of the risk factors also
have an important role. The symptoms and triggers of an identified risk are dynamic
because of the reason that the environment the project operates in changes all the time.
Therefore, it is very hard to correctly estimate and measure a certain value of risk and
costs. In addition, this also can lead to wrong decisions being made that may be difficult
to reverse, regarding the assessment of the risk.
Nagarajan (2002) claims that traditional theories based on empirical evidence suggesting
a certain set of actions depending on the risk.


Low risk and probability of occurrence –> Assume the risk.



Medium impact and/or probability –> Consider mitigation strategies and observe
the risk.



High impact and/or high probability –> Develop contingency plan, transfer the
risk or abandon the project.

In some ways, a prioritization model is a tool in the risk management context. With a
model that can prioritize projects and investments, the risk to put money on wrong
investments is decreased, and the chance of spending them on something better is
increased. Overall risk management is very important when choosing and deciding what
projects to execute, during the whole process of a project.
2.1.1.2 Project Selection and Prioritization

Effective management of project activities is a critical issue for project managers,
especially under circumstances when projects are complex. Therefore, the importance of
prioritizing project activities that are the most critical ones are the ones to prioritize. But,
to decide what activities that are most critical are not easy. Large organizations often have
struggles related to the allocation of budget to be put on projects in terms of which
projects to choose. The main problem is that there is always less money available then
the demand, therefore, the importance of prioritizing the right projects is highly important
(Sowlati, Paradi, & Suld, 2005). Another reason to have a way of choosing projects is to
eliminate or at least decrease the risk of underperformance (Shaygan & Testik, 2017). As
there are constant changes in technology and market conditions, this leads the companies
and organizations need to generate innovation and better results at the bottom line. To
make this, projects are essential to create a competitive advantage as well as economic
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value. Though, projects in organizations compete regarding scarce resources, as there
seldom are enough funds for each single project proposed. In that case, the importance of
selecting the right projects to implement is essential.
It is obvious that every activity is not equally important in the project management
settings, therefore, it is suggested that activities should first be prioritized regarding the
characteristic or attributes of the activity. Using an approach to help to prioritize can
probably lead to an increase of the quality of the project management part by focusing on
the most critical activities of the projects (Baykasoğlu, Göçken, & Kaplanoğlu, 2011). A
study found that practitioners in the field are not completely satisfied regarding how the
project selection is made (Kornfeld & Kara, 2013). The methods used tend to be
subjective methods more often than objective ones (Kornfeld & Kara, 2013), even though
a case study found out that a subjectively chosen projects tend to have a higher failure
rate and even getting terminated before finalization (Kumar, Antony, & Cho, 2009). A
solution to this is to prioritize the potential projects by using some rational criteria which
are likely to increase the chances of a successful project. The idea is to prioritize the
potential projects based on the alignment with the company’s or the organization’s
business strategies in terms of current objectives, capabilities, and needs (Pande, Neuman,
& Cavanagh, 2000).
Current literature in this subject has a lot of suggested methods for selection and
prioritizing projects, with methods as, financial, scoring or ranking and analytical or
optimization methods. As companies and organizations prefer methods that have the
largest impact on the bottom line, the cost/benefit analysis are a popular selection
approach of projects (Montgomery & Woodall, 2008). Though, an approach like this is
flawed, due to that the method only considers the economical view of the project (Hira &
Parfitt, 2004). Though, this kind of approach can help organizations allocate the often
scare resources needed to be used appropriate, to select and prioritize which project ideas
they should continue and then execute. But it is important to understand that those great
project ideas do not magically appear out of thin air, it takes a lot of effort to develop
great project ideas and particularly for companies that do not have clear strategies
regarding project management and overall business plans, as they do not have an
appropriate reference point that can guide the organization (Kovach & Ingle, 2018).
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As this is a problem in strategic decision, the process of prioritization and selection
becomes very complex and often characterized by different goals that conflict with each
other. Furthermore, the information available for the decision-makers is seldom complete,
leading to uncertainties for the whole process (Dutra, Ribeiro, & Carvalho, 2013). It is
very important, for the decision-makers to make the right decisions regarding potential
projects, that the criteria are clearly defined and that the used methods provide support
for the decision-makers. Since there are no consensuses on which criteria that should be
used, it leads to organizations chose criteria after what the organization thinks are the
most important ones. The problem with this method is that the set of criteria can be
incomplete and/or insufficient to help make the well-founded decision the organization
wants. This could lead to organization failure regarding their strategic objectives and
attaining their stakeholders (Padovania, Muscat, Camanho, & Carvalhoa, 2008). To
eliminate unfair competition between projects selected, a common measurement system
should be used which has the same set of criteria for every project (Meredith & Mantel,
2008). The use of objective and formal methods when selecting projects increases the
chances of success (Archer & Ghasemzadeh, 2007; Meredith & Mantel, 2008). Often the
methods focusing on the financials present better results, however, if such methods are
combined with other methods the results are even better.
2.1.2 Project Selection and Prioritization Models
There are many methods used for prioritizing and selecting projects to make the best
investments. In this section, four different methods are described. The first method is the
Analytical Hierarchy Process, then a method called Matrix with a Pick Chart, EconomicProbabilistic Method and lastly the Semi-Probabilistic Risk Analysis Method.
2.1.2.1 Analytical Hierarchy Process

AHP is a structured technique for analyzing and organizing complex decisions. This
method is based on mathematics and psychology. The AHP is built on a multi-criterion
hierarchical structure and is developed by Thomas Saaty in the 1970s (Maccari, Martins,
& Martins, 2015) and has been studied, developed and refined since. The method is
widely used around the world in different settings, like governments, businesses,
industries, education and healthcare (Saracoglu, 2013). Shortly described the method is a
decision-making process which is based on comparisons between pairs of criteria and
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then followed by a process to calculate the relative importance of each criterion.
Furthermore, AHP provides a comprehensive and sensible framework for organizing a
decision problem, for representing and quantifying its fundamentals, for relating those
fundamentals to overall goals and for evaluating other solutions. The main idea of the
AHP is to first decompose the decision problem into a hierarchy of more easily
understood sub-problems, which should have the opportunity to be analyzed
independently. The fundamentals of the hierarchy are supposed to in some ways relate to
any aspect of the decision problem. As the hierarchy is built the decision makes can
systematically evaluate the various fundamentals by comparison between each alterative
to the other alternatives, two at a time. During the comparisons the decision-makers can
use concrete information available regarding the fundamentals and the alternatives of
course. It is the core in AHP that it is human judgments, and not only the underlying
information, that is used when performing the evaluations (Saaty T. L., 2008). Then AHP
converts the made evaluations to value numbers that can be processed and compared over
the whole range of the problem faced. Every weight or priority is derived for each
fundamental of the hierarchy, which leads to diverse and often unchangeable
fundamentals that can be compared to each other in a consistent and rational way. This is
the special capability of AHP which distinguishes it from other decision-making
techniques. In the final step of the AHP procedure, the numerical priorities are calculated
for each of the available decision alternatives. These numbers represent the alternatives’
relative ability to reach the decision aim, this allows a straightforward consideration of
the different courses of actions.
The AHP can be used by individuals working on quite straightforward decisions, but AHP
usually is most useful to teams where people are working on complex problems and
especially those with high stakes, where it involves human perceptions and judgments
and where resolutions can have long-term repercussions (Bhushan & Rai, 2004). This
method has unique advantages when important elements in the decision process are hard
to quantify or compare, or when communication between team members is hindered
because of their differences, like specialization, terminology, perspectives, etc.
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Complex decisions situations where it is suitable to apply the AHP (Forman & Gass,
2001):


Quality Management – Sorting the multidimensional views of quality and
quality improvement.



Benchmarking – Comparisons between processes in the own organization
against other “better” organizations.



Choice – Selection of one option from a set of options, often there are multidecision criteria included in these situations.



Ranking – Ranking a set of options from the most desirable to the least one.



Prioritization – Similar to ranking but determining the relative merit of members
of several options.



Conflict resolution – Solving and settling disputes with parties that are not
striving to a common goal (Saaty & Peniwati, 2008).

AHP has been used around the world an enormous amount of time when complex
decisions must be made. Some examples of where it has been used to decide:


Selection of which type of nuclear reactor (Locatelli & Mancini, 2012).



Measuring the overall quality of software systems (McCaffrey, 2005).



Selection of university faculty (Grandzol, 2005).



Decisions regarding where to locate manufacturing plants offshore (Atthirawong
& MacCarthy, 2002).

2.1.2.1.1 AHP Usage

The procedure when using AHP can shortly be described as (Saaty T. L., 2008):
1. Visualize the problem as a hierarchy containing the goal of the process, the
alternatives for reaching the goal and the criteria for evaluating the alternatives.
2. Establish priorities among the criteria. Which are the most important and least
important criteria, when assessing the alternatives?
3. Then compare each alternative for each criterion to every other alternative.
4. Check the consistency rate to make sure the judgment is consistent.
5. Make the decision based on the results of the process of AHP.
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Figure 1, describes the process of using AHP, this time the goal is to buy a new TV. The
criteria are set to “price” of the TV, which “brand” it is, “specifications” and the “design”
of it. The first thing to do is to set up a hierarchy like this, goal, which criteria and which
alternatives available to reach the goal. Second prioritize the criteria from the most
important to the least important, using one to one comparison. With other words
comparison between the price and brand, price and specifications, price and design. Then,
brand and specifications, brand and design. Lastly, comparison between specifications
and design are made. Then the criteria are prioritized after what the most important is
regarding the goal of a new TV. The next step is to compare each alternative regarding
each criterion. As an example, when having price in mind the comparison between the
alternatives only looks at the price, then the comparison takes place between the
alternatives in the same way as with the criteria. Then the comparison takes place with a
focus around the brand, then specification and then design. When all comparison is done
the best TV to buy is known.

Figure 1. Explanation of how the process of AHP work.
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2.1.2.2 Matrix with a Pick Chart

The proposed approach by Kovach and Ingle (2018) is to help organizations to retain
value and reduce time/effort required for rigorous project identification and prioritization
and selection, are a method that modifies and combines the use of a number of wellknown quality improvement methods, see illustrated approach in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The process of the suggested approach in the study for prioritizing and select projects to execute (Kovach
& Ingle, 2018).

The idea is to begin by identifying the processes that need improvement or change. The
next step is to create a flowchart where the process is mapped in detail. Then the process
is analyzed using a modified version of PFMEA (process failure modes effects analysis),
which is initially developed by the US military (Kovach & Ingle, 2018). Once the
eventual project ideas are decided, the next part of the approach can take place. A prespecified evaluation criterion in PDM (project desirability matrix) is used and divided to
assess both effort and benefit of every potential idea for a project. This method (the
benefit evaluation criteria used) includes measures such as customer service, quality
improvement, financial savings, etc. The next step is to give scores to every criterion for
each project using a scale where ‘1’ represents low fulfilment of the criterion, ‘3’
represents medium fulfilment and ‘9’ represents high fulfilment. Ideally, the persons that
are supposed to evaluate the project ideas are working in the process or have expertise in
it somehow. In the end the total score for each project is calculated, but in two ways. The
total score in effort as well as benefit. Then the scores are plotted in a pick chart where
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the x-axis represents the benefit, and the y-axis represents the effort, as an example see
Figure 3.

Figure 3. The pick chart where the project is visualized, where the best suitable projects are placed in the implement
box (Kovach & Ingle, 2018).

The pick chart visualizes which projects that are the most suitable to continue with.
Obviously, the optimal evaluation for a project is to be in the implement box in Figure 3.
In this box the benefit is high and the effort for the organization, etc. is low, which means
the project will have a big impact and at the same time, the effort to achieve this is low.
2.1.2.3 Economic-Probabilistic Method

Dutra, Ribeiro, and Carvalho (2013) present an economic-probabilistic model to prioritize
and select projects. This model asses the financial profit and the effect of uncertainties
involved in each project (Dutra, Ribeiro, & Carvalho, 2013). The construction of the
model was made in four steps; (1) selection of criteria (2) selection of method (3)
integrating the criteria and methods found in the literature (4) testing the model. See
Figure 4, for the proposed model of evaluation and prioritization that they suggest. Thanks
to the economic approach, it gets easier for decision-makers to use and understand the
result as the language of the model is usually found within the organizations. Furthermore,
this model using generic criteria that fit most types of projects and organizations. Of
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course, other criteria can be added or excluded to fit a specific type of sector or
organization.

Figure 4. Model of the prioritization of projects (Dutra, Ribeiro, & Carvalho, 2013).
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2.1.2.4 Semi-Probabilistic Risk Analysis Method

To develop a quantitative model to prioritize and evaluate projects the suggestion is to
follow these steps:


Create the evaluation criteria.



Decide the score scale for the criteria.



Create the scoring method for the criteria.



Calculate the criteria score for each project and the total score.



Create a project priority on either a single criteria approach or a multi-criteria
approach.

As this is a probabilistic approach the financial factors are considered as uncertain
variables and to keep things for getting too computerized the Pearson-Tukey method is
used to show a worst-case, normal case, and a best-case scenario. This method is a semiprobabilistic risk analysis method, at the initial stages of the project there are three
estimates on the portfolio data (duration, the volume of work, productivity, calendars, and
resources) which are obtained with the three scenarios. The estimates will then be used
to build probability curves for dates, costs, financing, the material requirement, etc.
(Archibald, Liberzon, & Mello, 2008).

2.2 Key Aspects
Every kind of concept mentioned in the literature review can in some ways be relevant
for the study, some concepts or methods can contribute more and others less, but to the
whole picture, every method can contribute in some ways. The first conclusion drawn
from the literature is that every method and author agreeing on that an investment/project
prioritization is a very important part in project management to understand what projects
that should be the ones to proceed with. There is obviously a need for a model that can
help in the decision-making process as well, as plenty of the authors are mentioning that.
Though are the concepts and methods a bit different from each other, some are using
simpler methods and others are using more advanced ones. But as mentioned, all methods
should and can help to make better prioritization regarding choosing which projects to
execute.
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First, a method for prioritizing investments and projects need to fit the organization where
it will be used. The models in the literature are not completely universal as the model
needs to adapt to the organization where it will be used, at least a bit. As long the method
can be adapted to the organization there is a chance that the method can help to create a
model applicable to the complex manufacturing industry. Furthermore, the organization
needs to believe that this method can help in prioritizing. If the organization does not
think that the model can help, it is useless, as there is very important to believe in the way
you work. It is also very important that the organization can manage and understand the
methods that are meant to be used. If it is not in that way the same problem occurs as if it
is not applicable. It is needed to understand how and why things are done, if not the
organization will probably fail sooner or later. Hopefully, these methods can all contribute
to creating a model that can help and inspire in prioritizing investments or projects in this
industry.
Though, there is important to know that no matter what model created it can never be
100% sure. All models have strengths and unfortunately flaws. Furthermore, some of the
mentioned methods are more advanced than the other which could lead to limitations
regarding understanding and as well time. Therefore, some other methods could be used
instead as it could be too time-consuming to understand a very advanced model and to
create it as well.
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3 Methodology
The methodology chapter presents the research design and the including methods. As the
base of the study, there are mainly three parts; first the literature review, second
interviews with managers at the plant and third, through discussions with the supervisor
and his manager. The chapter also presents the techniques of the semi-structured
interviews and some sentences about structured interviews as well. Furthermore,
reliability, validity, ethical considerations, and limitations will be presented and
discussed.

3.1 Research Design
The research design is constructed as a multi-method approach with the literature review
as a base to get into the subject, then the qualitative semi-structured interviews as data
collection method to understand which the most important criteria to use in the model are
and at last the method “discussion with the supervisor and his manager” to get the needed
feedback and experience to make the prioritization model. During the whole work (20
weeks) the research and work on the case study has been made at an office space at the
Volvo GTO plant. During the interviews and during the whole stay at Volvo everyone
interviewed has known about the case study and the purpose of it. In other words, the stay
at Volvo has been totally transparent for others at the company. This has hopefully led to
better answers during the interviews as the participants have in some ways understood
the purpose, reasons behind the interviews and the questions asked to the participants.
One important aspect to have in mind, affecting this study is that the data gathered not
necessarily are static, which depends on the sources of information used, as well as the
time for the data gathering. In other words, depending on who and when the interviews
took place, there is a possibility that the answers from the interviews have changed
compared to new interviews conducted. Mainly the empirical data gathered are gathered
from the qualitative semi-structured interviews. The study has been limited to interviews,
as there is no documentation or other significant data that can help regarding how the
model should be or be made. The information gathered from the interviews can be seen
as subjective as the managers interviewed only have their own perceptions of the answers
to the questions. The participants’ interests, experiences, and interpretations are of course
affecting the answers collected from the interviews. Furthermore, it is possible that the
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managers interviewed are bias, as they primarily want what is best for their department.
If that is the case it is possible that the managers give answers which are bias and can
favor their department, and not the factory or the company. The study is a deductive study
as it originates from theories that later are meant to be used in reality. A deductive
approach for the study is very suitable as it is possible to apply theories that already exist
(Bryman & Bell, 2015).
A problem with qualitative research and especially case studies are that they are criticized
for the lack of ability to generalize (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2008). Normally a case study
is not made to be used to generalize as it focuses on the special details or cases (Bryman
& Bell, 2015). Therefore, there is little evidence that the regularities discovered during
this case study can show patterns that can be applied to other circumstances as the
discoveries often only can be observed under special circumstances (Alvesson &
Sköldberg, 2008). In this case study though, the model and in some ways the criteria
chosen in the model can hopefully help or work in a general way as well. At least, it could
work as inspiration to create a similar model and helping select which criteria to include
in such a model. The reason, in this case, can be that this problem for companies and
organizations is very common, therefore, the base of this case study hopefully can
contribute and be used in a general way or at least to work as inspiration to help others
prioritize and select the best investments or projects.
The research design was made in this way as the research concluded that this way would
be appropriate to reach the aim and answer the research question for the work. The
literature review was made and helped to give the researcher the needed knowledge to
conduct a case study like this. Understanding the current literature in the field helped to
realize and to decide how to proceed with the study and made it necessary to conduct
interviews with people with experience and certain knowledge regarding the Volvo plant
in Umeå, the thinking behind around investments and projects are, as well as how to
prioritize them. To get as much qualitative information from the interviews as possible
the decision to make semi-structured interviews was made. The hard thing with
interviews is to get as non-biased information input as possible, but at the same time, it is
needed to get the valuable information the managers have. To avoid bias and at the same
time get the “best” information the semi-structured interview method was chosen. To
avoid bias, the same questions were asked to the managers and eventual follow-up
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questions were made, to get the valuable information needed for the study. Furthermore,
discussions through the whole study were made with the supervisor as well as its manager,
to guide the study in the right direction from Volvos perspective. The old model was
analyzed to understand how it worked, why it was not suitable enough and what to avoid.
In Figure 5, a flowchart is describing the process of the methodology.

Figure 5. A flowchart explaining the process of the methodology.

3.1.1 Literature Review
To come up with a result for the study, a lot of literature was read and analyzed. This was
made to get a better understanding of the subject and to get into the area that is conducted
in this study. Articles, scientific journals, books, and other media were searched for at the
internet, at the Uppsala University Library, and the articles, etc. that looked interesting
regarding the problem was picked and read. The main keywords used were “project
selection”, “project prioritization”, “project selection and prioritization”, “investment
prioritization” and “project portfolio management.” Though, other keywords were also
used in this study like the ones mentioned. The interesting parts in every article, etc., were
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marked, to make it easier to find later. This helped to first get a deeper understanding of
the subject and the different methods that could help to solve the issue at Volvo. In this
way, the decided approach was selected to continue with to solve the problem. Also, the
literature review helped to get an understanding regarding the criteria to choose to include
in the model, in terms of what kind of criteria that are relevant and what the most
important things are regarding criteria selection. This method was selected as it is an easy
and fast way to get into the subject and to find relevant literature that can help to reach
great results of the study.
3.1.2 Interviews
The interviews conducted were done with the managers at the different departments at
Volvo. The selection of managers to interview are in some ways related to the model as
the managers often are the ones that have the investment requests that could be applied
in the final model to be ranked. A significant part of the empirical data is collected through
the interviews. There are eight interviews made totally, six of them using the same
interview questions, the other two interviews have unique interview questions, see
Appendix 1, Appendix 2 and Appendix 3. To gather data, that is quantitative or subjective
often a structured interview approach is selected (Bryman & Bell, 2015). This kind of
approach is often built upon a collection of closed questions that gives standardized and
comparable answers. Data collected with structured interviews seldom leaves the
participant to be subjective which makes this method easy to interpret and handle.
Though, in this case, structured interviews are not used, but could be if more time was
available. Qualitative interviews are, as the name suggests, more an interpretable form of
interviews, as it normally is less structured than the quantitative interview technique. To
collect the necessary information to decide the appropriate criteria and structure of the
prioritization model a qualitative interview method called semi-structured interviews was
done. Semi-structure interviews mean that the questions are prepared but they can be open
and follow up questions during the interview are also allowed. Though, it is still important
to let the participants getting the space to interpret the questions and letting the interview
follow the directions based on what the participant thinks are important (Bryman & Bell,
2015). Qualitative interviews, that are not semi-structured, can be based on notes
remembered and be very open. As the aim of the interviews was mainly to get a better
understanding regarding important criteria to include in the model. Though, information
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regarding the investment process, what the important things are regarding the submitting
of an investment request and to get more information on the subject was also collected.
This interview technique was chosen to conduct the interviews, with other words, the data
collection was made through qualitative semi-structured interviews.
The interviews were booked and executed with managers at different departments at the
plant; the press hall and the detail manufacturing, the body in white (body), the painting,
the logistics, the engineering support, the central maintenance, the business control, and
the factory manager. The interviews were done in Swedish, as that is the native language
of every participant and the language normally spoken in the factory. The total number
of qualitative semi-structured interviews in this study was eight, one from each
department mentioned above. The aim of the qualitative interviews was mainly to get
their knowledge regarding the criteria to be applied in the model made, but also just to
get their experience about investments and the important things to analyze around when
creating a model to prioritize investments. As the departments, except business control
and the factory manager, are the ones that submit investment requests the same qualitative
interview questions were asked to make the managers have the same opportunity to have
an impact on the model. If different questions were asked every single interview, some
interview questions would get better feedback/answers than others, therefore, to make it
as fair as possible the same interview questions were asked to the different departments
as they have the same interests regarding investment requests. In other words, as the
business control and the factory manager have different interests in this case, separately
interview questions were made for these interviews. Furthermore, the interviews from
business control and the factory manager can be seen as “bonus” interviews contributing
more to overall knowledge regarding the subject of the study. These two interviews
should still be seen as qualitative semi-structured interviews, but as their areas are too
different compared to the others the data collection is made in this way. The interview
questions and notes of the answers for the press hall and the detail manufacturing, the
body in white (body), the painting, the logistics, the engineering support, and the central
maintenance interviews are shown in Appendix 1. The interview questions and notes of
the answers for business control are shown in Appendix 2, and the interview and notes of
the answers of the interview with the factory manager are shown in Appendix 3. Every
interview was recorded to create the best circumstances to analyze the answers thoroughly
and to make as great conclusions as possible. The recorded qualitative interviews will
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help to understand and to avoid missing out on any important details, as it can be listened
through an unlimited number of times. Every interview was listened to again and notes
were then taken. These notes and interviews were then analyzed and compared to see
what main points they had. Mainly, in this way, the best and most suitable criteria to
include in the model were selected, with a focus to fit the Volvo plant in Umeå as much
as possible. Though, as mentioned, the literature review also helped and inspired to select
and decide which kind of criteria that is suitable to have in the model, as this gave the
researcher better knowledge overall in the field.
The interviews were made after the literature review was finished. As the literature review
helped a lot getting into the subject and get a deeper understanding it also helped to
understand which kind of questions that were relevant to ask the different managers to
get the best possible answers regarding the criteria to include in the prioritization model
and the model itself.
3.1.3 Analyzing the Old Model
The old model used by Volvo was analyzed to get some information about how they have
conducted this issue before. Also, interesting parts regarding the criteria selection could
be looked at on the old model. The most interesting parts in the old model were, as said,
the criteria selected in this model, but as well things that were seemed good as things that
seemed not so good. In some ways, this model can help to see what is working and what
is not working, regarding prioritization models.
3.1.4 Supervisor and Manager Discussion
During the whole process of the study, discussion and feedback have been made by the
supervisor and his manager. The reason for this is to make sure that the model is made in
a way that they believe is the best for their use and as well that they understand and agree
on the proposed ideas and solutions for the case study. Furthermore, their experience and
knowledge about Volvo and their investment strategy are crucial to make a prioritization
model to fit Volvo and, in some ways, a general model that could hopefully work at other
companies in the complex manufacturing industry as well. The discussions/meetings to
follow up took place whenever someone of the stakeholders felt it was needed. The main
reasons for the discussion during these meetings were the interview questions, the criteria
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to include in the model and which kind of model that should be used as a base for the
creation of the created model.
3.1.5 Subject Reader and Seminar Discussions
During the whole study regular contact with the subject reader was made, to make sure
the study was on the right course regarding the perspective of the university. Furthermore,
seminars were conducted during the semester to get and give feedback on the work and
others.
3.1.6 Software to Create the Model
To create the prioritization, model the decision of which kind of software fell on
Microsoft Excel and the including add-on program Visual Basic for Applications (VBA).
This software was chosen as the researcher has experience and knowledge to use the
software since before, and after that AHP was chosen to originate from the researcher
understood that Microsoft Excel together with VBA would fulfill the needs of a program
to do this kind of model.

3.2 Qualitative Research
To assess the quality of the findings from qualitative research, it is important to determine
some factors which can provide valuable conclusions (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill,
2009). Reliability and validity are the most well-known factors utilized in qualitative and
quantitative research (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). More than reliability and
validity, researchers sometimes consider criteria like these as well:
Trustworthiness: The trust and certainty in the theoretical framework that the researcher
considered, in order to explain and support the studied phenomena. Separating the data
into different categories and sub-categories helping to build trustworthiness (Whiting &
Sines, 2012). Furthermore, the utilization of ideas for explaining trustworthiness
encompasses validity and reliability.
Credibility: Allude to the truth of the data given by the participants or the researcher. To
improve this, the researcher ought to show commitment, techniques for perception and
revise trails (Cope, 2014). Likewise, researchers should have their complete focus on their
goals; else there is a risk that they can infer concepts and propositions from their
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imagination (Cutcliffe & Mckenna, 1999). In other words, this criterion handles the
approach of the study and implies trust in how well the data of analysis report the
approach intended (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). If researchers are not making efforts
towards this goal, the researcher can make up concepts, propositions, theories, etc. from
their own imagination, which would not represent the phenomena or situation which the
study investigates.
Confirmability: This is the researcher’s ability to prove that the data and information
provided from the interviews represent the participants own thoughts and not the
researchers own thoughts and points of view (Cope, 2014). If the findings in the research
can be found and supported by other studies in the same field, then supposedly it is correct
to assume its confirmability (Korstjens & Moser, 2017). To avoid bias, the author
proposes to make examples of how the findings from the study were established. This
study using a sort of narrative analysis as a methodology to evaluate the data and
information gathered through the interviews conducted.
Authenticity: The ability and to which extent the researcher describing and expressing the
feelings and emotions of the participant’s experiences in a trusted manner (Cope, 2014).
Showing documents, other data and the evolution of the interview data, etc. enhance the
authenticity of the study made (Sinkovics & Alfoldi, 2012).
Transferability: Transferability refers to the possibility of making generalities or applying
the same kind of criteria to other groups (Cope, 2014). If the research is done in a proper
and meticulously way the findings should have the ability to be transferred to other
settings as well (Pearson, Parkin, & Coomber, 2011).
The author has done his best trying to consider and respect these factors when conducting
the study.
3.2.1 Reliability, Validity and Generalization
Reliability and validity are the data quality issues that the researcher needs to take into
consideration during the study when using qualitative data collection techniques
(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The reliability of a study refers to the ability to
reproduce the same kind of study and findings, or with other words, other researchers
doing the same study should get similar data and answers in the study (Saunders, Lewis,
& Thornhill, 2009). Though, if the interviews carried out are improperly conducted, it
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can lead to biased outcomes in many ways. If the interviewer is biased when it comes to
behavior or other things it may eventually influence the participant’s answers to the
questions in another way, then if the interviewer would not have shown or implied
anything regarding the interviewer’s beliefs. Validity relates to the genuineness and the
honesty of the data from the research (Anderson, 2010), furthermore, the researcher
should be able to sufficiently present the findings and data of the phenomena from the
study the researcher trying to understand (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).
Researchers should improve the unwavering reliability by utilizing a reputational way,
that frequently contrasting the data, comprehensive data and using the interview
techniques (Leung, 2015). Regarding this, the questions were created before the
interviews, to accomplish more structured interviews. During the interviews the
researcher recorded the interviews and if there were follow-up questions it was not
leading questions.
Usually, literature and researcher claiming that case studies, as this study, are not suitable
as a scientific method and that their generalizability is lacking. The statement mentioned
in these cases is that one cannot generalize with the basis of only one single case.
However, Flyvberg (2006) claims that this is possible and suitable, as it is incorrect to
conclude that it is impossible to generalize from a single case. Flyvbjerg (2006) also
mentioned that it is possible to generalize with the basis of only one case and that the case
study can be a central part of scientific development through generalization. Therefore,
the researcher has generalized in this study even though this is a case study with only one
single case (Flyvbjerg, 2006).

3.3 Ethical Considerations
When conducting qualitative research there are inevitable experiences regarding ethical
issues. Ethical considerations can be defined as the use of key moral values to make
truthful choices regarding the behavior and relationship of an individual against others
(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Before the study began, a confidentiality
agreement was signed between the author and the company where the study took place,
to make sure that no critical information is disclosed. During the research process, some
of the ethical issues have been identified and considered but also prior to the study (Haahr,
Norlyk, & Hall, 2014). Additionally, the findings with respect to the ethical values and
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principles in social research recognize a set of defined issues (Bryman & Bell, 2015).
These issues are classified into four main principles, including harm to participants, lack
of informed consent, invasion of privacy and deception (Bryman & Bell, 2015).
Regarding this, the author has, when conducting this study taken these four principles
into consideration. To avoid the harm of participation the author has carefully evaluated
this area to minimize the possibility of harming the participants regarding aspects as,
risks, stress, inconveniences and personal harm (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Every participant
has been informed regarding why the study is conducted, the possible outcomes of the
study and the fact that some of the information discussed may become public. Regarding
the issue of consent and deception, the objectives and aim of the research were clearly
explained and examples of questions were sent to all participants before the interviews
were conducted. Furthermore, every participant was informed and accepted that the
interviews were recorded, but on the permission that it will be deleted when the study was
finished. To avoid invasions of privacy, the participants know about the information
regarding that they were free to refrain from answering any question that they did not
want to answer. Worth to mention is that the interviews took place at a neutral
environment at the Volvo plant, to make it as neutral and fair as possible for the
participants interviewed. If the interview is conducted where the participant is not
completely comfortable it can hinder the interview. As an example, the participant may
not want to answer some questions, as the participant is not completely comfortable. To
avoid this, a neutral environment decreases the risk. No issues regarding the ethical
considerations were raised during the study, at least not to the knowledge of the
researcher.

3.4 Limitations
As the study is limited to 20 weeks, the time is one constraint that the researcher had to
have in mind when conducting this study. With more time it would have been possible to
do further interviews and maybe some kind of quantitative data collection, as qualitative
interviews can be questioned regarding the objectiveness and the credibility. Furthermore,
the study is limited to the plant in Umeå. No data collection will be gathered from other
plants or elsewhere.
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4 Results
The result section will present the relevant data collected through the qualitative semistructured interviews, then the selected criteria from the data collection and the
discussion with the supervisor and his manager are presented, which will be included in
the model. Last, the created model is presented.

4.1 Empirical Data
This is the empirical data collected from the interviews conducted with the different
managers at the Volvo plant. The collected data shown below in Table 1, are the criteria
suggestions from managers interviewed and to be included in the model. The suggestions
originate from the notes taken from the meeting with interviews. But the interviews were
conducted in Swedish, as the interview notes enclosed, see Appendix 1, Appendix 2 and
Appendix 3, therefore, the suggestions from the meetings are translated into English.
Furthermore, there is an example of questions and some cited answers by the managers
to one question. Furthermore, data collected from the old model are shown in Table 1.
4.1.1 Interview Suggestions
Every question asked during the interviews contributed to the wholeness of the study.
However, there were some questions that contributed more, especially regarding the
criteria to be used in the model finalized. Some interesting parts of the answers by the
managers to the question “What are the three most important criteria when prioritizing
investments?” are presented, without mutual order:
Interview 1: “Some things that we are forced to do, to maintain the function. These things
have to be worked on.”, ”The laws and regulations, the goals we have for the function,
and the nice to have, but that never happens.”, ”The justification regarding why we should
make this investment, and if this is okay, is it planned well enough and how does the
economical view of it look?” and “If the request has passed these, you have a great ground
to make a decision.”
Interview 2: “It is very much of the economical side of it”, “I think business case that is
strong enough, if something is obsolete we have to make the investment and then new
technology, if we invest in new machinery we always strive to use new technology to
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keep developing.” and ”If it is only three maybe Safety, then quality and then delivery
from SQDCEP.”
Interview 3: “To maintain the function, that is priority 1, then we have safe investments,
upgrading the machinery to get it safer and the third one could be if we would try to
broaden our deliveries with other techniques. We maybe could, as an example, use tools
from the press hall.”
Interview 4: “The main thing is to maintain the function as we have promised”, “We need
to develop and to be more effective. It is very important that we produce the right number
of cabs per week.”, “The economical part of it is also of high importance as well as
delivery.” and “But the three could be new technology, business case and if something is
obsolete.”
Interview 5: “I would say safety, quality, and delivery according to SQDCEP.”, “Trying
to do better business than before will create room to do other things regarding
investments.”
Interview 6: ”The business plan and how it is affecting the strategies, our profitability and
actually the whole of SQDCEP.”, “Are the investments doable and planned thorough, it
has to be considered.” and “Of course it is always easier with less expensive investment
requests as well”
Above are some examples of comments made during the interviews conducted.
Sometimes the participant did not gave a straight answer to the question, as it seemed to
be difficult to answer, as it only was possible to choose three suggestions. But as the
interviewer, it was still doable to understand the sum of it, what the important alternatives
were. Several mentioned the factors in SQDCEP, which are Volvos catchwords, Safety,
Quality, Delivery, Cost, Environmental and People. This led to the consideration of
including these catchwords in the model somehow.
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4.1.2 Criteria Suggestions from Interviews and Old Model
In table 1 the collected criteria gathered through the interviews and the relevant criteria
collected through the old model are listed. These criteria are the suggested ones to
include in the model.
Table 1. Criteria suggestions from interviews and from the old model.

Interviews
Time aspect

Maintenance investments

Laws

Good quotes

Replacement investments

Regulations

Known suppliers

Obsolete

Ergonomics

Summer installation

Business case

Short-term / long-term

Technical scope

Internal rate of return

Safety

Interfere production

Financial scope

Effort

Risks and threats

Investment cost

Fuzziness

Planning

Net present value

New technology

Preparations

Degree of adjustment

Available resources

Technical level

Business plan alignment

Key product focus

Savings per year

Consequences
investment

Old Model

Payback

if

no Net present value

4.2 Criteria Selection
To decide what kind of criteria to be included in the model the interviews were the main
source of data gathered, see Appendix 1, Appendix 2 and Appendix 3, but some of the
criteria were also selected come from the old model as well, see Table 1, which the
supervisor and his manager wanted to include. Based on the interviews, the notes written
and the old model, the criteria were chosen and decided, see Table 2. The main criteria
were decided by Volvo’s catchwords, SQDCEP; Safety, Quality, Delivery, Cost,
Environment and People. Though, the word People has been replaced in this model to
planning instead. Furthermore, an additional word has been included in the model, Other.
Then, under each of the main criteria, the sub-criteria abide. The sub-criteria are the
criteria that are affecting the main criteria. The reason behind, is that during the interviews
many suggestions were proposed, but several were too specific and not generally enough
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to be included in the model as their own main criterion. Therefore, the different subcriteria were grouped into each of the most suitable main criteria.
4.2.1 Selected Criteria from Interviews and Old Model
In table 2 the criteria to be included in the model are listed. Furthermore, each of every
sub-criterion is divided into the most appropriate main criterion.
Table 2. The criteria selected from interviews and the old model

Main Criteria

Sub-criteria to consider regarding each
main criterion































Safety

Quality

Delivery

Cost

Environmental

Planning

Other
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Ergonomics
Laws
Regulations
Key product focus
Technical level
Business plan alignment
Type of investment
Obsolete
Interference in production
Business case
Internal rate of return
Investment cost
Net present value
Hidden eventual costs
Payback
Savings per year
Savings type
Emissions
Electricity consumption
Legal aspects (constraints)
Realistic timeframe
Realistic quotes
Known suppliers
Summer installation
Risks and threats
Available resources
Short-term/Long-term investment
Effort
New Technology
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4.2.2 Description of Main Criteria:
Description of each main criterion included in the model:


Safety: It should be safe to work. Sub-criteria that affecting this criterion should
be included under this main criterion.



Quality: Quality referring to the processes regarding the manufacturing of the
product. Sub-criteria affecting the main Quality criterion should be included under
this main criterion.



Delivery: Factors that affect the ability to deliver the products in time. Sub-criteria
affecting the main Delivery criterion are listed under this main criterion.



Cost: The financial aspects. Sub-criteria regarding financials should be listed
under this main criterion.



Environmental: Aspects regarding the impact on the environment. Sub-criteria
having an impact on this are listed under the main criterion Environmental.



Planning: Aspects regarding planning. Sub-criteria affecting the main planning
criterion are listed under the main planning criterion.



Other: Aspects that not fit into either of the other ones are listed under this main
criterion.

4.2.3 Description of Sub-Criteria:
Description of each sub-criterion included in the model:


Risk of accident: How will the project or investment affect the risk of an accident?
This aspect was very important for the interview participants as the human value
is non-negotiable.



Ergonomics: How will the project or investment affect the ergonomics of the
employees? Will it help to decrease sick leave for example?



Laws (Safety): If the project or investment is forced by laws when it comes to
safety.



Regulations: The same arguments as for laws, it is a must to implement.



Key product focus: Which product the investment or project will focus upon?



Technical level: The level of the technical part of the project or investment.



Business plan alignment: How well does the investment or project suit the overall
business plan?
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Type of investment: What kind of project or investment is it; a replacement,
maintenance or.



Obsolete: Is the project or investment needed, as the current system is obsolete?



Interfere production: Does the investment or project interfere the production?



Business case: Is the overall business case solid enough behind the project or
investment?



Internal rate of return: What is the internal rate of return for the project or
investment?



Investment Cost: The cost and expenses calculated for the project or investment.



Net present value: What is the calculation of the net present value of the project
or investment?



Hidden eventual costs: This aspect considers unpredictable costs. Is it possible
that this project or investment lead to other increase of costs or expenses?



Payback: The amount of time for the project or investment to pay back the
invested amount.



Savings per year: How much money will the project or investment save per year?



Savings type: What kind of saving is it? Hard save or soft save, etc.



Emissions: How will the project or investment affect emissions?



Electricity consumption: How will the project or investment affect the
consumption of electricity?



Laws (Environmental): Are the project or investment forced by the law?



Realistic time frame: Are the time schedule for the project or investment realistic?



Realistic quotes: Do the project or investment have realistic and up to date quotes?



Known suppliers: Are the suppliers involved in the investment or project well
known and reliable?



Summer installation: Does the project need to be done during the summer vacation
period?



Risks and threats: Are there risks and threats that may affect the project or
investment?



Available resources: Are there enough resources available in terms of employees
and competence?
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Short-term/Long-term: Has the project or investment a short-term or long-term
perspective?



Effort: How much effort will it take to conduct the project or investment?



New technology: Is the project considered as new technology helping to adjust to
industry 4.0?

These are the sub-criteria that were gathered through the eight interviews conducted
together with the ones from the old model. At this point the values of every criterion is
equally important even though, some of them may have been discussed more than others
during the interviews. It has been decided that the weighting of each criterion shall be
done in the model by the Project Coordinator at Volvo. This was suggested as the Project
Coordinator is able to adapt each criterion to the current situation and the current situation
at the plant.

4.3 Model Decision
From the reviews of literature and other literature read, the decision to choose the
Analytical Hierarchy Process was selected to originate from. The choice of AHP was
based upon the fact that it is one of the most common and accepted models when it comes
to handle issues regarding prioritization. Compared to other models the AHP is made to
make choices and comparing projects against each other all the time, when other models
just set a scoring to each of the projects, with no respect to the other projects on the list.
Therefore, to be able to make the best prioritizations the author concluded that this model
was the best choice supporting the purpose of the assignment. In Table 3, the advantages
and disadvantages of each method are listed, according to researcher. The list shows that
the AHP is the best type of model to continue with and further development can take
place with this model too. It is advanced to make and time-consuming to use, but the
advantages exceed the disadvantages.
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4.3.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Methods
In Table 3 there is a list of advantages and disadvantages regarding the different concepts
processed during this study and especially during the literature review. The selection of
method was based both on literature studies and the researcher’s view ending to the choice
of AHP, meaning that AHP seemed to be best for this study. Table 3 below shows the
researcher’s review of other models examined during this study including advantages and
disadvantages. Advantages and disadvantages for AHP and the factors why it was chosen
can also be found.
Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of the methods examined.

Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

AHP

Established

Time-consuming

Widely accepted

Advanced to create

Thoughtful
Easy to use
Consistent
Matrix with a Pick chart

Easy to use

Few criteria

Easy to make

Flat concept

Pedagogical

Risk of being inconsistent

Visual
Effective
Economic-probabilistic
method

Thoughtful

Messy

Monte Carlo simulation

Much focus on economics

Many aspects
Semi-probabilistic
analysis method

risk

Easy to make

Flat concept

Easy to use

Risk of being inconsistent
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4.4 Presentation of Model
The model was made in Microsoft Office Excel. The model contains twelve sheets in
total, each of them with different purposes.
4.4.1 INTRO Sheet
The first sheet of the model is the INTRO sheet, see Figure 6. The INTRO sheet describes
how to use the model and the criteria to be considered.

Figure 6. The INTRO sheet of the model.
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4.4.2 INPUT PROJECTS Sheet
The INPUT PROJECTS sheet is where the project or investment is entered, see Figure 7.
Area, is which department the investment or project is meant to serve. Investment number
is a unique number set to point out the certain investment or project. Investment name is
just the name of the investment or the project. Investment type declares what kind of
investment it is, if it is a replacement or maintenance e.g.? Investment amount is the
estimated cost of the investment or the project. Total scoring is the scoring for the total
investment or the project, the higher score the better. Description is a short explanation
of the investment or the project itself.

Figure 7. The INPUT PROJECTS sheet of the model.
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4.4.3 OVERVIEW Sheet
The OVERVIEW sheet shows a quick summary of the results when the input of the model
is finished, see Figure 8. Each main criterion is multiplied with the weighting for each
main criterion and is then added together to the final summary, which is the total score.

Figure 8. The OVERVIEW sheet of the model.
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4.4.4 CRITERIA WEIGHTING Sheet
The CRITERIA WEIGHTING sheet is used for the selection of the number of main
criteria to be used, as well as making selection of what to focus or be prioritized at this
point of time. The criterion focus alternatives are the same as the main criteria plus an
equally weighted alternative with no focus. The sheet shows the criteria and the influence
it has on the total score when summarized. Below in Figure 9, the main criteria Safety
has a weight of 60 percent at the moment, with other words Safety does influence the total
scoring with 60 percent. The other criteria have an impact of 7 % on the total scoring.

Figure 9. The CRITERIA WEIGHTING sheet of the model.
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4.4.5 CRITERIA DATA Sheet
The CRITERIA DATA sheet is where the data and settings are decided for the alternative
criterion focus, which is added in the drop-down list in the CRITERIA WEIGHTING
sheet. For every criterion focus there is a matrix set based on the preferences of the Project
Coordinator, see Figure 10 and Figure 11. This sheet will have the main impact on the
weighting of the main criteria.

Figure 10. The CRITERIA DATA sheet of the model.
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Figure 11. The CRITERIA DATA sheet of the model.
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4.4.6 SAFETY SCORING Sheet
The SAFETY sheet is where the comparison between the different investment and
projects are done regarding the main criterion Safety, see Figure 12. In this sheet, the
number of projects is also entered. It also shows which of the investment or project that
is the best regarding the main criterion Safety.

Figure 12. The SAFETY SCORING sheet of the model.
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4.4.7 QUALITY SCORING Sheet
The QUALITY SCORING sheet has the same function as the SAFETY SCORING sheet
above. The comparison is made between the investments and projects regarding the main
criterion Quality, see Figure 13. It also shows the scoring of each investment and project
regarding the main criterion Quality.

Figure 13. The QUALITY SCORING sheet of the model.
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4.4.8 DELIVERY SCORING Sheet
The DELIVERY SCORING sheet has the same function as the SAFETY SCORING
sheet. The comparison is made between the investments and projects regarding the main
criterion Delivery, see Figure 14. It also shows the scoring of each investment and project
for the main criterion Delivery.

Figure 14. The DELIVERY SCORING sheet of the model.
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4.4.9 COST SCORING Sheet
The COST SCORING sheet have the same function as the SAFETY SCORING sheet,
above. The comparison is made between the investments and projects regarding the main
criterion Cost, see Figure 15. It also shows the scoring of each investment and project for
the main criterion Cost.

Figure 15. The COST SCORING sheet of the model.
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4.4.10 ENVIRONMENTAL SCORING Sheet
The ENVIRONMENTAL SCORING sheet has the same function as the SAFETY
SCORING sheet above. The comparison is made between the investments and projects
regarding the main criterion Environmental, see Figure 16. It also shows the scoring of
each investment and project regarding the main criterion Environmental.

Figure 16. The ENVIRONMENTAL SCORING sheet of the model.
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4.4.11 PLANNING SCORING Sheet
The PLANNING SCORING sheet has the same function as the SAFETY SCORING
sheet above. The comparison is made between the investments and projects regarding the
main criterion Planning, see Figure 17. It also shows the scoring of each investment and
project regarding the main criterion Planning.

Figure 17. The PLANNING SCORING sheet of the model.
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4.4.12 OTHER SCORING Sheet
The OTHER SCORING sheet has the same function as the SAFETY SCORING sheet,
above. Th comparison is made between the investments and projects regarding the main
criterion Other, see Figure 18. It also shows the scoring of each investment and project
regarding the main criterion Other.

Figure 18. The OTHER SCORING sheet of the model.
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5 Analysis
This section will analyze the data gathered from the interviews and how the model created
is functioning. This section will also answer the questions about the research made for
this study.

5.1 Analysis Regarding Criteria Selection
The selected criteria will give Volvo a base of the most important things to consider when
they select the investment or projects to go further with. The criteria are covering a lot of
factors. For example, their previous model only considered economical and strategic
criteria. These two were the main criteria but there was also some sub-criteria under each
of them. The previous model is not trustworthy, as there were not enough aspects
considered. A lot of aspects and considerations are therefore not taken into account and
wrong investments or projects could be made. The decided criteria for the new model are
on the other hand broader and will cover several aspects compared to previous model.
This can probably lead to increased consciousness around aspects needed which have to
be considered, even for the managers with the investment requests. The managers have
the possibility, to evaluate these criteria to investigate if the suggestions of investments
are solid enough to continue with and to be further requested.
5.1.1 SQDCEP
The result from the interviews is appropriate, in terms of suggested and important things
to consider having in the model. However, many of the suggested criteria are very specific
which means it is hard to include these in the final model as main criteria. Therefore, the
idea of using the catchwords SQDCEP was decided to include after discussion with the
supervisor and other people at the plant, as this phrase is common and used all the time.
It also means that these single words are influencing a lot of the things done at Volvo.
These letters are considered often when they have discussions regarding investments, as
an example. The SQDCEP can in some way be called as a strategy on the plant. Therefore,
these words were selected to use as main criteria to be added into the model, but at the
same time, the different sub-criteria also could fit into some of the seven letters decided.
As mentioned in the result section the P, which stands for People was changed to Planning
as neither of the other letters had stood for planning. At the same time Planning was a
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recurring criterion during the interviews. The word Planning had therefor a good reason
to be included instead of People. The word people had not any sub-criteria to fit with,
which led to the word Planning was decided as a main criterion instead. The main
criterion Other were selected as some of the sub-criteria did not fit to neither of the other
six main criteria. For this reason, it was important and decided to include the Other
criterion.
5.1.2 Interviews
The overall impression of both making analysis and the data received from the interviews,
was very interesting. The data and suggestions that came out from the interviews could
not be foreseen, which mean that the interviews were very important to get the experience
and right knowledge and to be able to make the final criteria selection. Some of the
suggestions are of course more obvious, and others like summer installation not so
obvious. It means that the interviews itself were very necessary to conduct. Furthermore,
it seems that the main criteria and the sub-criteria are covering the most aspects needed
for this type of plant in the complex manufacturing industry. In most cases of the
interviews conducted the participants mentioned the importance of good planning. If the
planning was not well prepared and good enough the project or investment was very
unlikely to be considered as a success after it was finalized. But, if the project or
investment had well-thorough planning the chance of success, according to the
interviews, see Appendix 1, Appendix 2, Appendix 3, was increased undoubtedly. One
suggestion is to make the model to prioritize the weighting of the planning main criterion,
as this factor seems to be very important. Furthermore, the dilemma of short-term and
long-term thinking was mentioned quite recurring and the problems around this issue
during the interviews. Of course, they always want to think and act long-term, but it is
very difficult as things always happen along the road. This leads to difficulties in
maintaining a long-term perspective and unfortunately turns into a more short-term
thinking. This leads back to planning, if the planning is conducted in a better and more
thoughtful way, it could hopefully lead to an increased long-term perspective, instead of
short-term thinking, as it seems to be now.
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5.1.3 How the Criteria Can Contribute to Research
The criteria chosen are suitable to achieve part of the goals with the created model which
Volvo already has. Though, these criteria should be applicable in other industries as well.
Regarding the selected criteria, nothing indicates that these criteria would not fit into other
industries as they are not unique in any way. Therefore, this study may be of value to
others than Volvo. First, the industry regarding complex manufacturing, but maybe other
industries as well that can relate to criteria selected in this study.
5.1.4 The Data Collection
The data collection method chosen was a qualitative approach using semi-constructed
interviews. The data gathered from the interviews were appropriate and contributed to
most of the criteria to include in the model itself. The criteria collected during the
interviews are, from the researcher’s perspective, very suitable for this type of industry
Volvo is working in. Probably these criteria do cover most of the aspects when evaluating
projects and investments. The criteria investigation could be further developed using a
quantitative data collection approach, as a complement to the qualitative semi-structured
interviews. This would help in deciding criteria as a quantitative complement to the
qualitative approach and make it easier to compare the answers and the data between each
other. Furthermore, follow-up interviews could be made to see if the participants have
changed their minds or if they forgot to mention something at the first time.

5.2 Analysis of the Model Decision
The model approach which originates from the AHP by Thomas L Saaty (2008). This
method was chosen as it is very consistent and thoughtful. As each investment or project
is compared with every other investment or project it gets very consistent. The model
forces the user to think through the whole setup of the scoring between the investments
or projects, compared to other methods for prioritizing. The negative thing about the
model is that it is quite time-consuming. If the maximum of 30 projects are inserted in
the model it would mean that around 450 comparisons for seven sheets are to be done.
This, of course, is not positive, but looking at the whole picture it is quite clear that AHP
is the best way to conduct a prioritization. Furthermore, this is almost the only thing that
needs to be done in the model. The first is to select a criterion focus. Second, how many
projects that are inserted and then the third, which is the comparison. The rest is made
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automatically through the codes in the Excel sheet. Regarding the consistency, every
sheet where comparisons are made, has an own consistency rate. This rate shows how
consistent the comparison made in the matrix are overall. The lower the consistency rate
the better it is, in other words the comparison can have to be redone if the consistency
rate is too high. Normally the rate should not exceed 10 %, but an increase of the number
of investments or projects inserted into the model, an increased consistency rate should
be accepted.
The result of the model seems to be positive overall. The model does what was expected
during the tests prepared of the model. It seems to present realistic and good suggestions
of projects and investments to proceed with. This indicates that the model can be helpful
and, in the end, solving the problem of prioritizing investments and projects. An important
thing to mention, is that it is always possible to manipulate the model in terms of giving
the project or investments unfair data during the comparison between them. It is crucial
that the user of the model will bear that in mind, to be objective and to look at the criteria
and the facts regarding this to each project or investment. One solution for bias or
misunderstanding of the user, during usage of the model is to duplicate it and let more
skilled people do the comparisons single-handed. Using such a method and the model
together would undoubtedly lead to fair and unbiased conclusions regarding projects and
investments to proceed with. Furthermore, the model probably will always show a
number one project. As it is quite advanced the risk of that several projects getting the
same scoring, is rather unlikely. The negative thing with this type of model, is that it can
be very time consuming, as it may be a lot of comparisons between projects and
investments against each other. Though, it depends on the number of selected projects or
investments in the model. The higher the number of projects, the more comparisons needs
to be done. The model can handle totally 30 projects or investments, which mean, it is
easy to understand that it can be a rather time-consuming challenge. The model, however,
is very consistent compared to other models as the model both deliver the consistency
rate, as well as the comparison of every project and investment to each other. It is the
strength of the model but at the same time its weakness, as it leads to much time has to
be spent on the model. The analysis shows that it is worth spending time on the model.
Because it is a very solid model and it should give appropriate and realistic results in
comparison to the less time-consuming alternatives.
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5.2.1 How the Model Can Contribute to Research
The analysis is that this model made can help other organizations in the complex
manufacturing industry too. The criteria are mentioned before, and maybe the most
significant information this study contributes with, but the model can also contribute to
this research field. Normally the AHP seldom have more than 10 data inputs, as it can get
very complicated and hard to keep the consistency rate at an adequate level. Though, this
model shows that it is possible to have more than 10. Of course, it probably works a little
bit better with less input, but still this study shows that AHP can help even if there are
plenty of input. Furthermore, every AHP functioning in the same way but they are still
constructed different, as they are adapted to the specific circumstances. The model made
in this study is working as automatic as it can, where other models often are more manual.
But it is necessary to configure the model a lot when using it. For each project name, cost,
etc. must be entered to the model, which are unique things for each and every project.
Then it is time to select the criterion focus and after that, the comparison which is needed
to be done to get the prioritization made. After these steps, the model has calculated all
data and will be able to deliver which projects or investments that should be prioritized.
These things can help to show how the model is made and can be able to function for
others as well. Another unique thing about this model is that it is possible to select a
criterion focus in a drop-down list. This means that depending on the situation of the
organization (cyclically, etc.) the focus can be set for example cost, which mostly will
focus on the cost aspect of each project and prioritizing this criterion more. This will help
the model to be more flexible and adapt to the circumstances at the moment for the
organization. This function can help other users of AHP to realize that this is possible to
include in the model and also inspire to develop the AHP to get it even better than before.
The contribution of this work should be described as a fully functioning model that helps
to prioritize projects and investments. This will help Volvo, in this case, with their process
of deciding which project and investments to proceed with and in the end execute.
However, the model should not have any problem in contributing to the complex
manufacturing industry in the same way. Furthermore, this model will help in saving and
not wasting money, as the money will be prioritized on right things. In other words, the
rate of successful projects and investments will probably increase compared to before.
This may lead to better margins of the products or even cheaper products for the customer.
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The framework of the model can also help regarding prioritization overall. This model
has its focus on the complex manufacturing industry as the criteria are most suitable for
this. But the framework of the model can help when prioritizing or deciding whatever, as
long the criteria assumed from are suitable and relevant. The view is that the model may
contribute in many areas in the society, whenever elections or decisions are needed, as
long as the criteria are adjusted.
This model has contributed to the subject of prioritization in terms of how it is designed
and function. The model has, as an example, space for 30 projects or investments when
others have less. It shows that it is possible to use this kind of model even though there
are many projects or investments. In other words, the use of it is a bit different as it has
room for 30 projects or investments. The model can be seen as complex and difficult to
manage, but at the same time, the process and logic behind it is obvious, easy to learn and
understand. The purpose of the model is to use it, as a tool to make better decisions
regarding the selection of projects and investments, in an easy and logical way.
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6 Conclusions
The final section of the report is where the conclusions from the case study are presented.
Furthermore, some recommendations and suggestions for further research are proposed
and discussed.
In this case study, it is quite hard to evaluate how well-functioning the model is in
practice. The dependency of the user behind the model, which will affect how consistent
and successful the model will be. Furthermore, it depends also on the given information
the user has regarding the project. It is still very important that the user of the model have
basic knowledge regarding each investment or project request, to make the right decision
and comparison between them when the steps are conducted. When using this model, it
is very important that the user is sharp and has a good clue about each one of the requests.
However, the model is finalized, and it is working accordingly. In other words, the model
is very well constructed and doing what it should, but the hard thing is to judge if the
model will work well when using it in practice, even though it seems to work great during
tests. If the model is used in a faulty way, it will not work well, but if it is used as it should
there should not be any problem and it will give the decision maker a big value.
The criteria selection is, furthermore, a special process. If these criteria are the best
choices is hard to tell, but according to the interviews, these are the ones the managers at
Volvo GTO want to include in it. They are not specialists of course, but they should have
a clue regarding what are important to include and not. But as this information still is
biased and subjective it can always be investigated more and more, if these are the best
ones to add. The criteria chosen are supposed to be the best for the Volvo plant in Umeå,
but the researcher believes that this can be evaluated and developed further with no limits
in time. The criteria, furthermore, could, of course, fit other organizations as well, most
likely in the complex manufacturing industry, but maybe other industries as well. At least
this case can help to inspire and guide in how do conduct a criteria selection process and
a suitable model to include the criteria in as well. Another conclusion is that there are no
right or wrong criteria to choose. It is all depending on what kind of company it is or what
kind of enterprises involved, so it can always be further discussions.
The model originating from the AHP and is very similar to this method, only minor
changes are done and are mostly visual changes. The best thing with the AHP is that it is
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very structured and that the user is forced to do a proper job. If the job is poorly done the
consistency rate will be too high and the results of the scoring are not that trustworthy as
if it would be well done. This is a great indicator that no other methods used in this sort
of setting have. This indicator gives a huge advantage to the AHP compared to the other
methods. In other methods, you seldom have the same consistency as you evaluate the
project or investment only regarding the criteria, but somehow not in a relative way as
the AHP. As the AHP has the criteria and the comparison between the other requests as
well, it becomes more proper and not so subjective. However, as mentioned before, the
negative thing about this chosen method is still that it will become very time consuming,
especially when there are many projects or investments to be added in the model.
One aspect to bear in mind regarding the model and the AHP overall, is the fact that in
some ways it does not look at the whole picture of the project. As the model using these
comparisons regarding every criterion, there is a risk that the model will miss the overall
picture. This is something that the user of the model needs to bear in mind when using
the model. The model does not necessarily have this problem, but it is still important to
be aware of this when using it. Furthermore, the model should be seen as a helping tool
with the issue regarding project and investment prioritization. The model cannot be
blindly trusted as it is quite easy also to enter wrong numbers in any fields.

6.1 Reasons to Use the Model
Why is this model useful? It cannot be said shortly or in a straight answer, but the model
will generally make the decision making easier, more structured and consistent. If the
method for selecting and prioritize is just made by discussions and gut feeling, the
decision making is not based on the mentioned things; easy, structured or consistent.
Therefore, a model for this purpose of prioritization is very important to use to make these
decisions. Probably it is more important for a model to be used and trusted, then to what
kind of model it is. In this study, however, the AHP was chosen as it is seen by the
researcher to be the best choice for Volvo and the complex manufacturing industry. The
main reason why AHP is chosen is that it is more structured and even more consistent
than the other methods. It is therefore obvious why this model shall be used. The model
is solid, consistent, have relevant criteria (for the industry, thanks to the interviews),
thoughtful and easy to use, even though it is time-consuming. Therefore, this model will
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help to select and prioritize the best investments for Volvo and other companies in the
same kind of industry. The researcher has analyzed plenty of scientific articles, etc. which
gave knowledge, but also the analysis of other different methods, which in all have made
it possible to make this conclusion, that the model will be of use for solving its purpose.
The interviews with the managers brought their experience and knowledge into this work
too, which have helped to decide and select the important criteria to include in the model.
Following are the main reasons for using it; it is solid, consistent and properly made. The
model will help and support the decision-making process and therefore it will be a great
tool to assist the decision-making process for new investments.

6.2 Further Research
The potential in a model like this is unlimited. It can be further developed in different
kind of ways. A model like this can always be better and is never complete. It should be
a work in progress to continue to make it better and better. Further research may take
place regarding the criteria included in the model. In this case, eight interviews were done,
with different managers at the plant, but to get more and maybe better input external
interviews could take place with experts that are familiar in this kind of field. These
experts would hopefully see things that the employees at Volvo are missing, as you easily
get “blind” at your home-field and what you are used to. Also, if more interviews are
conducted, it may also help as well to weight the criteria. The things that the participants
mentioned most or proclaim as the most important, could also be a way of weighting the
criteria. Furthermore, if more interviews are conducted, the researcher recommends
transcribing of the interviews, if there is time available for it. Using transcriptions instead
of notes could possibly make comparisons regarding the selection of criteria easier. Of
course, transcribing interviews, especially when there are plenty of them, are hard and
very time-consuming. But to make the criteria selection using that method can help in
analyzing and selecting the right and best criteria to include.
The model and the concept of it is hard to change, but another concept that could function
in a better way than this is, of course, possible to find and/or create. In other words, the
AHP concept is the way it is. Though, it should be possible to investigate minor changes
that could develop the concept. As mentioned, another concept as a model could be
developed and created to fit the current needs and this possibility should be investigated
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further. In this case the researcher found several methods that were examined and, in the
end, the AHP was chosen, as it was the best option. Of course, the researcher may have
made mistakes regarding this choice, but with the best knowledge at this time, this was
the best and most suitable method.
6.2.1 Machine Learning
One idea, for further research, is to make the model even more autonomous than it is now.
As it is very time-consuming to compare each project or investment to every other project
or investment. One idea is to use machine learning in some way to make a system compare
the projects or investments between each other. Though, it is unclear how this could be
done, but it should be possible to use machine learning. The researcher believes that the
biggest problem with the model now, is the fact that it is very time consuming if more
than 15-20 projects or investments are inserted. For further research, the researcher first
recommends investigating if there are possibilities to make the model less timeconsuming. Maybe as mentioned before, using machine learning to support the
comparisons or another kind of system may help solving this issue.
6.2.1 Quantitative Approach
To deepen the study even more, quantitative surveys or interviews can be made to get a
better understanding of which of the criteria the participants think are the most important
in the model. This may help when weighting the model and the criteria if this information
is known, which main sub-criteria that is preferred by most of the interviewed
participants.
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7 Discussion
This section discusses the study overall, the decision of the model, how this result can be
generalized and some ethical implications regarding the model.

7.1 Model decision
The AHP model was chosen based on the literature review and the researcher’s
interpretation of the medium read. During the literature review, the different methods
were compared to each other with their advantages and disadvantages. The result of this
ended in choosing the AHP method, which was the best regarding the target of this study.

7.2 Generalization
The result of this case study should be interpreted in that way it can be generalized
regarding a few things. First, the study helps to draw the conclusion that the model needs
to have criteria to function well. No matter what industry or area of use, the model itself
needs to have appropriate criteria to make assumptions from. Furthermore, the researcher
believes the result from the criteria collection is generalized criteria from the complex
manufacturer industry, but the criteria are not unique in any way. The model created is,
of course, applicable on other companies and organizations as well. The model is made
for Volvo Trucks, but the researcher does not see any obstacles regarding using it in other
areas. If the model is used in a company in this certain industry, the model is plug and
play. If the model is used in another industry or used in any other way the criteria need to
be adapted to the area of use. The researcher assumes the model can be of use in any
business where there is a need for decision making of any kind. Of course, as mentioned
the criteria must be adapted to the user area, but it can be used in any situation, even
private ones.
The reliability of the study should be discussed. The study can be redone and supposedly
get very similar results as in this study. However, this is mostly applicable to the criteria
collection. The originating method of the model created is decided on the foundation of
the researcher’s knowledge in the field and the mangers at Volvos preferred choice of
model. Depending on where the model is created, the result of which method the model
originating from can vary, but the result of the criteria should be close to the same as in
this study.
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The validity, however, is important to discuss. As the result is difficult to measure and to
test it is hard to judge how valid the case study is. The rate of the validity of the study is
something that needs to be verified during the coming years depending on the return from
the projects and investments prepared. Of course, this is very hard to verify, but
comparing projects and investments before this model was implemented and after, may
be a way to check the validity of the study. Furthermore, there is a need for more similar
studies to draw more significant conclusions regarding the reliability and validity of the
study.

7.3 General Discussion
The use of the model can have ethical implications. First, a model should be seen as a
tool and framework to do something in a simpler way. The model cannot be blindly
trusted as mistakes will happen. Using the model where wrong scores are set, can result
in bad consequences. Therefore, the user of the model must always question the model
and think about the results, if they are reasonable. Furthermore, a model like this can,
eventually, indirect lead to people gets dismissed, as the investments or projects
prioritized having these consequences as employees may not be needed in the plant any
longer. The people dismissed, and their families will probably have difficulties for some
time, because of the decisions made based on the results from this model. However, this
could be the case anyway, both if the model exists or not. On the other hand, this model,
thanks to the great prioritization function, can also give support saving jobs. If the wrong
prioritization regarding investments and projects are made, it may lead to a decision
where the whole plant will be shut down, but with the help from this model, this may also
be prevented. Directly, the model has not any ethical implications really, but indirect it
may have some implications, though depending on the projects and investments put into
the model and how they are prioritized when using the model.
The result of the case study was a fully functioning prioritization model using the
methodology of AHP as a foundation. The criteria seem to be appropriate and during the
tests, the model seems to work well. However, it is hard to tell how the model will work
in real action. The model should be used and evaluated for some time, until a final
decision regarding how it is really working. The researcher believes that the model should
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be working, as long as the users of the model know what they are doing and have the
knowledge needed and patience to use it.
The theoretical models are not of any use if they are not used in a practical way. With the
help of theoretical models, a model can be constructed to support practically, which it has
in this case. They give the value of a framework and a method to be used. When you can
use a framework or a model well designed and understandable, it is easier for the
researcher. The value with this reliable model will support the management to make
decisions easier and firmer. It can also be applicable in other areas. In companies and
organizations, the theoretical models used in real situations can support in decision
making, increase profit and decrease spending on bad investments. However, theoretical
models in general may reflect about anything, but the model is still on a theory level. This
model will hopefully be useful and be an important tool when it comes to make right
decisions.
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Appendix
Appendix 1 – Manager Interviews
F1. Hur ser er avdelning generellt på investeringar?
S1. Viktigt för fortlevnad, investerar i ny teknologi och utrustning. Viktigt att avväga
vilka. Alla investeringar ska betalas av. Alltid en avvägning. Inget tvång.
S2. Det måste man göra, för att anpassa sig till nya produkter och processer. Byta ut det
gamla. Följa med i utvecklingen. Bättre produktivitet. Ny teknik.
S3. Ersättningsinvesteringar, ingen produktion eller liknande.
S4. Pyramid, botten (underhåll, går inte att hoppa över) mitten (effektivisera och förbättra,
inkrementella) och toppen (strategier, marknader, affärer, radikal ny teknik), det är
huvuddragen i målsättningarna som de jobbar mot. Blir yxigt att behöva försvara saker
som behöver ersättas. Långt från kund till engineering, han har aldrig träffat en åkare.
Feedbacken måste gå långt. Investeringscasen som är lätta vinner över de långsiktiga mer
diffusa investeringarna i dagens modell. Leder till sämre långsiktighet. Måste jobba mot
framtiden, men satsa rätt.
S5. Underhåll på utrustning via masterplan, tekniksteg vid ny maskiner etc. men samtidigt
hålla liv i det gamla. Löpande möten.
S6. Beror på vart vi är i affärsplanen, nuläget, förbättringar, eftersättningar, utjämnad
produktion, kommer från affärsplanen. Pengarna räcker inte till, tvingas då prioritera.
Stryker långsiktiga investeringar pga. nödvändigt kortsiktig investering, händer för ofta,
kan vara pga. dåliga beslut. För överambitiösa planer?

F2. Hur kommer ni fram till vilka investeringar ni vill göra?
S1. De har en investeringsplan lokalt för måleriet. Prioriterar vad som behövs göras,
utifrån resurserna. Lyfter sen upp till fabrikens plan. Få processteamen att komma med
idéerna. Saknar långsiktiga tänket. Reservdelarna tar slut, dålig ergonomi, rationalisering.
Ingen modell så. Obsolet. Hela spektret egentligen.
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S2. Samarbete mellan processteamen. Investeringar för att ta fram en ny artikel. Beroende
på vad som är på gång. Idé på förbättring. Kvalitetsförbättring, safety, nya lagar och
regler.
S3. Gammal utrustning, dålig CE-märkning, inte så dyra. Budget inte så stor per år.
Obsolet. Ingen mall idag. Mest slitna maskiner först. Kommer troligen inte göra stora
tekniksteg.
S4. Utifrån ett problem, en möjlighet, affärsplan och målsättningar, nuläge. Genom
utredningar, undersökningar benchmark studier, vilka möjligheter finns det på
marknaden. Vissa är enklare andra svårare.
S5. Obsolet, med hjälp av två Excel dokument. Grov plan. Hur kan vi göra den här
avdelningen bättre?
S6. Försöker göra en prioritering utifrån affärsplanen och vad som händer. Har en tanke
men sen händer saker på vägen.

F3. Hur prioriterar ni investeringarna ni vill göra?
S1. –
S2. SQDCEP. Sådant som måste funka (påverkar övriga flöden). Prioriterar 1-3.
Långsiktig plan på livslängd på grejerna (robotar t.ex.). Alla funktioner sitter (produktion,
underhåll, teknik, vps, kvalité, kärnan i TFMG) och kommer överens om vad som behövs.
S3. –
S4. Måsten gör vi, sen är pengarna slut delivery. Inte råd att göra allting på bästa sätt. Stor
risk högt upp men high reward, om inte försvinner man, men galningarna försvinner
också. Balans. Göra rätt val.
S5. Dokumenten hjälper att få översikt och på så sätt kunna prioritera. Samma modell
som Jörgen använder. Diskuterar fram vilka investeringar som ska göras och prioriteras.
Hytterna ska ut.
S6. Utifrån vad det ger affärsmässigt, en del måsten, lagkrav osv. Strategiskt prioriterande
med hjälp av business case. En investering ska alltid göra saker bättre. Positiv IRR, om
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inte ergonomi eller lagar och regler. Prioriterar den mest lönsamma. Mycket ekonomi om
det inte är arbetsmiljö eller lagar och regler.
F4. Har ni några särskilda kriterier och aspekter ni utgår från när ni tar fram ev.
investeringar? Vilka?
S1. –
S2. SQDCEP.
S3. Ersättningsinvesteringar. Är den obsolet? Finns det reservdelar? Är det kritiskt?
S4. –
S5. Ska vara business case, vad sparar/tjänar vi? Visa att det är det bästa vi ska lägga
pengarna på. Ta fram all fakta. Teknikutveckling, underhåll, tillgänglighet etc.
S6. Krav på effektiviseringar ibland. En investering kan göras även om den betalar
tillbaka i framtiden. Ta strategiska steg. Prioriterar utifrån vad vi tjänar mest på, men
ligger i linje med det som är tänkt.

F5. Följer ni någon modell eller något ramverk för att prioritera vad som är det
viktigaste och minst viktiga investeringsmässigt?
S1. Ingen modell själva. Kalkylen är viktig. Vad kan vi spara? Tajming. När kan vi göra
vissa investeringar? Semester helger osv. Större investering kan ibland behöva skjutas på.
Svårt att planera på sikt. Inte ofta de kan investera i något rent parallellt, green fil. Varje
dag under sommarstängning är planerad.
S2. Ramverket investeringshjulet, samlat i deras matris, pyjamaslistan. Ligger i team
place. Årtal, pris och aktiviteter.
S3. Ingen modell eller ramverk. Obsolet eller inte. Skick.
S4. Följer Wassbergs modell i avseende kriterier och ramverk. Hans avdelning är längre
fram, jobbar inte så mycket här och nu. Lätt att identifiera kostnader och då ökas
produktiviteten. Måste öka värdet på det man gör. Identifiera värdet på vad man gör är
svårt. Identifiera vem som drar nytta av vad, bra nyckeltal som kan knytas till intäkten
hade gjort beslut kring investeringar mycket bättre. Wassbergs modell är det bästa som
finns just nu. Bra ur ett underhållsperspektiv. Ser risker och nyttan. Även i mellanskiktet.
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Men i toppen är det svårare pga. av mer diffust. Vid investering är det till stor del säljandet
som avgör.
S5. Följer Jörgens modell ungefär. Inget business case och det blir svårt. 2,5 år irr är det
riktigt bra. Safety kommer alltid först. Men de följer den inte så direkt, utan de diskuterar
sig fram.
S6. Ingen modell så, resonerar sig fram, sunt förnuft. Vad behöver vi göra, var vågar vi
ta risk?

F6. Vad är det viktigaste enligt dig/er för att en investering ska bli lyckad?
S1. Planeringen. Både tid och budgetaspekten lär spricka, även om projektet i sig själv
blev lyckat. Dominoeffekt, trovärdighet på spel. Hur mycket påverkar det befintlig
produktion. Mycket tid på kalkylering. Riskanalyser är viktiga.
S2. Bra förarbete, tidigt. Leverantörer, flera faktorer utanför kontroll. Ett kriterium skulle
kunna vara kända leverantörer. Lära oss nya tekniken, har vi kompetensen?
S3. Håller på med ersättningsinvesteringar, men ser gärna att det blir någon form av ny
teknik med de nya maskinerna. Standarderna förändras, m.h.a teknikutveckling.
S4. Att leverera det som är tänkt att levereras.
S5. Bra argument, bra presentation, förberedelser. Business case, bra framförhållning, bra
resultat, bra offerter.
S6. Tänkt till innan, planering genom hela projektet. Vill ha mer förslag från operatörer
på investeringar, men inte arbetat med det än.

F7. Vad är det största hotet mot en lyckad investering enligt dig/er?
S1. Dålig planering, även om den innefattar mycket.
S2. Resurs och kompetensbrist. Ostrukturerat.
S3. Att resurssäkra investeringarna med kompetens. Hur ser supporten ut?
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S4. Investeringar blir dyrare än vad det är tänkt, inte förutsatt alla hinder och
förutsättningar. Alla investeringar måste anpassas mycket. Denna typ av oförutsedda
utgifter är vanliga. Investeringen levererar inte, motsatsen.
S5. Hur väl underbyggd den är. Hinna få fram tillräckligt bra underlag, rätt summa på
offerter. Handlar om trovärdighet. Strategiska saker. Ibland är man lite blind, gav inte den
effekt som de ville. Offerter som inte stämmer, skarpa offerterna skiljer sig så mycket.
Ingen leverantör ger skarpa offerter om det inte är en order.
S6. Dålig planering, snålt med resurser, underskattar jobbet för en lyckad investering.
Börjar för sent. Resurssäkra innan. Största hotet från fabrikens sida är vi inte resurssäkrar
och planerar. Ser inte vad som krävs i dokumentation och förberedelse för investeringar,
men de lär sig.

F8. Hur bidrar era investeringsförslag till affärsplanen?
S1. Affärsplanen är rätt så i symbios med deras tankesätt kring investeringar och
verksamhet. Obsolet. Löpande underhåll för att behålla kapacitet t.ex. deliveries.
S2. Ny teknik, GTO 2.0, bidrar till industri 4.0.
S3. Flaggar upp för deras potentiella investeringar på E5:an, de har en plan i tid. Bör ha
horisont på tre år.
S4. Handlar om att leverera affärsplanen, vi ser en möjlighet med en sådan investering,
kan höja målsättningar, då lägger man in sådana målsättningar. Rationalisera resurser
eller öka produktiviteten för marknadsplanen. En investering ska leverera.
S5. –
S6. Investeringsförslagen bidrar, det tar dem alltid hänsyn till, det är grunden.

F9. Tar ni hänsyn till resurserna tillgängliga när ni lägger fram investeringsförslag
och hur ni väljer att prioritera dessa?
S1. Resurser är begränsade (timmar), ingen jättetydlighet med timmar tillgängliga.
Resursplanering. Ibland inte koll på om resurserna finns tillgängliga vid utförandet av
projektet. Anpassar timmarna till den budget man har. Ibland är inte experten tillgänglig,
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vilket betyder en timme för experten, är tre för en konsult t.ex. Försöker ha projektledare
men underliggande resurser är ofta ganska vagt planerat.
S2. Flagga för behov av resurser, klarar vi det själva eller har vi behov av extra resurser.
Om det (personal) krockar kan det tas till hänsyn. Ett projekt kan bli avvaktat pga. av
upptagen resurs. Riskbedömning. Annan lösning.
S3. Vid ersättningsinvesteringar krävs ofta en capexutredning, som en person jobbar med.
S4. Det görs. Lägga upp en investering med egen personal, eller lånar personal, måste
vara genomförbart i caset. Kan bli problem.
S5. –
S6. Ja det gör dem, när de går fram har de alltid en plan på hur det ska lösas. Logistik
måste hjälpa de andra avd. med tanke på projekt osv. Tar hänsyn till hur det ser ut
medresursfrågan.

F10. Hur tar ni hänsyn till SQDCEP överlag och när det kommer till investeringar
och hur ni prioriterar?
S1. I teorin är det så som de står, ordningen på det som prioriteras. Men dock inte givet.
Sällan pengarna räcker till de sista bokstäverna. Cost är ofta med och delivery, Många
investeringar har lite av varje. Beror på var vindarna blåser, dit fokus hamnar. Vad är
viktigt just nu?
S2. Ligger i bakgrunden hela tiden, det arbetssättet. Finns i hela organisationen. Alla är
lika viktiga, ingen får vara till bekostnad för den andra. Inte helt styrande men ligger i
bakgrunden och bevakar. Återbetalning på investerade pengar ligger till grund för caset.
Vilken är mest lönsam? Men visar också effekt på de andra. Men mycket ligger på det
ekonomiska.
S3. Lite att göra med SQDCEP. CE-märkningen gör det lite krångligare.
S4. Safety väger tyngst.
S5. I den ordningen görs prioriteringen, vad ger mest effekt för området. Safety går alltid
först. Men delivery kommer gärna fram. Hytterna ska ut. Lättast att räkna hem ett business
case på delivery.
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S6. Det gör de. S går först, försöker ta hänsyn till ordningen. Försöker förbättra de andra.
Ett säkerhetsärende som är måste prioriteras alltid först. Vissa områden kräver ibland lite
uppmärksamhet.

F11. Hur tar ni hänsyn till Volvos affärsplaner och långsiktiga strategier överlag
när det kommer till investeringar och hur ni prioriterar?
S1. Dom tar vi hänsyn till. Kortsiktigt och långsiktigt tänk kan ibland påverka varandra
negativt. De tar hänsyn men blir också tvungna till det. Bra transparens, för att kunna ta
hänsyn. Ibland påverkas långsiktiga investeringar av att det kommer upp något
”viktigare”. Transparens och flexibilitet. Komplext. Större investeringar är det ofta livstid
och tillgänglighet på reservdelar som är avgörande. Måsten och uppdateringar. Byter för
att grejer blir obsolet. Det nya måste passa med det gamla. Bakomkompatibelt.
S2. –
S3. Liten budget. Kollar igenom med Jörgen.
S4. Ja absolut. Synkar de med det.
S5. –
S6. Inte jättemycket, mer processavsnittet som det handlar om. De supporterar mer,
transporter etc. Sällan de driver sådana frågor. Det hamnar oftast på processavsnitten och
inte på logistik.

F12. Hur tar ni hänsyn till Volvos kärnvärden (kvalitet, säkerhet och miljö) när det
kommer till investeringar och hur ni prioriterar dessa?
S1. Ofta med i investeringarna. Miljö stor del. Deras verksamhet kräver miljötänk med
tanke på alla kemikalier de sysslar med. Miljö är plus, vad genererar vi i utsläpp? Jobbar
mycket med miljö. Kvalitet självklart, gör ingenting som gör att det blir sämre, tummar
aldrig på säkerheten heller.
S2. Köper inte in något sämre än vad de har, t.ex. en mindre miljövänlig maskin. Fyller
inte i och kryssar i.
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S3. Säkerhet och miljö är givetvis saker som tänks på när nya grejer köps in. Inte ett måste
att det blir bättre. Säkerhet jätteviktigt, speciellt när det är slentrianmässigt utförande.
S4. Det finns med i alla projektmallar osv.
S5. –
S6. Kommer in från SQDCEP.

F13. Kan ni förbättra er process med avseende på hur ni prioriterar era
investeringar och hur ni väljer ut dessa? På vilket sätt?
S1. Bra grunddata. Bra framförhållning, kollar med processteamen om var man ser behov.
Vi kan förbättra processen men på vilket sätt? Svårt att säga vad som är det viktigaste att
investera i för hela fabriken, partiska. Någon modell behövs.
S2. Det kan man alltid. Problem kortsiktigt vs långsiktigt. Inte bara att se på år, utan
processen är hela tiden flytande. Två perspektiv hela tiden. Under sommaren kan stora
förändringar ske (under semestern), kan inte stänga av produktionen under annan del av
året. Med avseende på modellen, när kan investeringen göras?
S3. Spridit ut investeringarna bra under året. Funkar inte med soft savings osv. har den
bemanning de har, köper in utifrån vid behov.
S4. Mitt jobb. Finns inte någon bra ide i nuläget. Gjort så gott de kan.
S5. Planering och förberedelser. Titta på underhåll osv, underhåll är dyrt. Innan, träffar
en gång per år nu mer regelbundna träffar. Kommunikationen utåt kan förbättras,
inkludera fler.
S6. Vore bra med en uttalad modell som man kan titta på, en chart eller så, vad är lätt att
genomföra och inte, vad är strategiskt. Lättare att diskutera med folk om man har en
modell.

F14. Skulle du/ni lita på en modell som tar fram vilka investeringar eller projekt
som ska prioriteras?
S1. Hur prioriterar den, skulle granska den först, hur den gör. Skulle fungera som ett
verktyg. Som ett stöd, en guide.
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S2. Bara den är transparant nog. Rätt medlemmar i arbetsgruppen, som jobbar fram
förslaget med hjälp av modell för att få all input. Tror inte modellen kan fatta beslutet
själv, utan mer ge en fingervisning. En guide. Beslutsunderlag.
S3. Självklart, en modell som kan ta SQDCEP i beaktning på ett bra sätt hade hjälpt
mycket. Som verkligen kan rangordna investeringar.
S4. Vi litar modellen de har, kännedom och förståelse är viktigt. Skönt med en modell
som kan värdera konstiga investeringar. Beslutstöd.
S5. Allt ska baseras på fakta. Att man förstår hur den fungerar. Kunna komma med
feedback. Man behöver diskussionen.
S6. Beror på vilka parametrar den tar hänsyn till. Modellen måste se till allt, lagkrav osv.
svårt att få ihop en modell som tar hänsyn till allt. Problemet är att man måste ta hänsyn
till alla aspekter. Bra för guidning.

F15. Vad gör ni för att övertyga beslutsfattarna att just denna investering borde
göras? Hur mycket tid lägger ni på det?
S1. Argument, tro på det själva, plus och minus från SQDCEP, swotanalys. Världen bästa
investering kan skippas pga. dåligt underlag. Risker, många aspekter i slutändan. Vara
förbered på alla frågor. Rätt kompetens.
S2. –
S3. Beskriva vad som händer om vi inte gör det. Går till capex två ggr per år.
S4. Sorgebarn. Många chefer, få ja och många nej. Måste gå högt i stora investeringar.
Ofta en lång investeringsprocess. Lägger mycket tid på det.
S5. Bra presentation och förberedelser. Underhåll med sin masterplan är ju baserad på
fakta.
S6. Genom bra underlag. Att man byggt upp det med fakta. Checkar av med Jörgen.

F16. Vad är de tre viktigaste kriterierna när ni prioriterar investeringar?
S1. Saker för att upprätthålla verksamheten. Tydlig motivering. Lagbundet, målen för
verksamheten, nice to have,
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S2. Uppfylla deras åtaganden som de lovat. Bli effektivare, producera rätt antal hytter i
veckan. Ekonomi främst men också delivery. Ny teknik, business case, obsolet.
S3. Fortsätta driften, säkerhetsinvesteringar för en säkrare maskinpark, utöka leveranser
med nya tekniker (nya teknologier).
S4. Safety, quality, delivery. Enligt SQDCEP. Göra bättre affärer kommer skapa
utrymmen att göra andra saker. Målen går stick i stäv. Finns inget bra svar. Hur många
fler sålda lastbilar pga. av bra environment? Konkreta case gynnas.
S5. Safety, delivery, business case. Hytterna ska ut.
S6. Affärsplanen och hur den påverkar strategierna, lönsamheten, egentligen hela
SQDCEP. Genomförbarhet, måste mäktas med. Enklare med billigare investeringar.

Appendix 2 – Economy Interview
Ekonomiansvarig
F1. Hur ser er avdelning generellt på investeringar?
S1. Bra process, inga frågetecken i processen. Mer hur vi synkar in och gör underarbetet
rätt. Förstår scoopen på investeringarna. Får en hygglig förklaring på den tekniska. Lätt
att avgöra så fort de fått förståelse.
F2. Vad är största hotet enligt dig mot en lyckad investering?
S1. Inte fångat helat scoopet, inte identifierat alla riskerna. Inte underliggande offerter.
Valida offerter som täcker hela scoopet är ett måste. Lite data. Förstår hela scoopet, inga
ändringar under resans gång, något som är glömt eller så.
F3. Vad är det viktigaste för att en investering ska anses som lyckad?
S1. Andra sidan på myntet. Rätt prioriterad i tid, uppmappad med ledtider, resurser, priser
etc. är scoopet identifierat ska det mycket till innan avvikelser.
F4. Vad tycker du om SQDCEP och Volvos kärnvärden (kvalitet, säkerhet och
miljö)? Hur viktigt är det att ni följer det?
S1. Nyckeln i det dem gör. Jätteviktigt att det följs och att det går först. Alla ska förstå
det ekonomiska och hur de ska bidra i det.
F5. Hur tror du att investeringsprocessen på fabriken kan förbättras?
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S1. Biprocesser i den. Extrainsatta investeringsäskande möten t.ex. pga. av kritiska
ledtider på artiklar. Subprocesser för att fånga upp de mer urgent casen, inte så tydligt
men finns där. När behöver man använda den? När nått underliggande inte funkat eller
informerats. Hur vi jobbar och prioriterar underställt. Allting under 1m rå över själv. Få
lite fart på den, glasklart hur vi prioriterar och varför, no/go zone. Identifierar kärnan
varför vi gör investeringen. Klarlägga hur bedömningen mellan olika typer av
investeringar ska ske. Rangordna internt inom subkategorier. Rätt priser, rätt tid,
resurssättning, koordinator som håller ihop allt, samlar in priser och så, så scoopet blir
komplett.
F6. I modellen jag ska ta fram, vilka kriterier/aspekter tror du är viktigast att ta
med?
S1. Tekniska scoopet identifierat? Finansiella scoopet? No/go zone. Grundar sig
investeringen. Obsoleta delar, miljö ergonomi, performance produktivitet, vikta dom. Är
den under 1 miljon, var ska besluten tas? Säkerställa resurser? Kompetens i huset? Extern
leverantör? Sommarinstallation? Stör produktion? Vad behöver göras för att komma till
ett beslut? När ska beslutet tas? Stort pussel. Beloppsgränser.
F7. Något mer du kommer att tänka på nu som du tror jag kan få nytta av?
S1. Hur fångas de stora grejerna? Hur jobbas det under ifrån, är det lönt? Så att besluten
kan tas utan att vara besvärliga. Utan priser blir det nej. Tydlighet, följa processen. Saknas
tekniklösning och finansiella scoop blir den hemläxa. Stabil process underifrån. Bra
process gör det mycket enklare för alla.

Appendix 3 – Plant Manager Interview
Platschef
F1. Hur kom ni fram till era investeringar på Scania och de andra företagen du
jobbat på? Vet du om något konkret som skiljer processerna åt mellan Volvo och de
andra?
S1. Scanias investeringshjul uppdelat i 3 delar (partlist 1, 2 och 3), sammanställer
fabrikens behov efter semestern. Alla investeringar över 500 tkr behöver motiveras och
tas med i investeringsplanen. Rampeng, x miljoner per investeringsperiod. Förbättringar
och akuta renoveringar. Tightare organisation än Volvo, pga. av mindre bolag och färre
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produkter. Det går fortare at jobba i den processen. Investeringsbegäran one pager. En
tränande organisation med detta system. Ledningsgruppen prioriterar. Liknande som
Volvos är i det stora hela.
Volvo har business case och payback kalkyl på allt. Träna på att göra och följa planer.
Burning rate jämn hos Scania medan Volvo allt på en gång i början. Viktigt med
trovärdighet. Första capexmötet - syftet otydligt, processen som föregåtts otydlig. Behov
av att vara duktig i planeringen. Inte snabba tvära kast. Kort om tid, till mycket. Vad är
lärdomen? Måste jobba på master planen och vår långsiktiga processer. Alla ska känna
till processen. Processen ska styra, ändra mindset. Tydliggöra.
F2. Hur prioriterade ni investeringarna? Några särskilda kriterier och aspekter ni
utgått ifrån?
S1. Svåra tider är det bara ersättningar, andra tider, säkerhet, kvalitet och leverans.
Replacement, business case, rationalisering, payback under 2 år, kapacitet separat
process, kvalitet, ny produkt är separat process, SHE payback 5 år. Svåra tider är det
kanske bara säkerhet. Replacement om pengar är slut. Portföljarbete, summa totala
investeringar över de tre partlists. Resonemang och diskussion, mer än tydlig modell.
F3. Använde ni någon modell som hjälpte till i investeringsprocessen? Hur
fungerade den?
S1. F4. Vad är största hotet enligt dig mot en lyckad investering?
S5. För dåligt underlag. Träna, träna, träna, one pager. Underbygga business case nog.
Standarder och träning främsta verktyget. Är det verkligen ett behov? Dåligt underbyggt
och luckor i caset. Inte rejecta på ledningsnivå, där ska det prioriteras.
F5. Vad är det viktigaste för att en investering ska anses som lyckad?
S1. Timing, tid, följt processen. Ute i tid. Hänger ihop med bra projektstyrning. Forcera
in i någonting blir fel. Gör plan, följ plan.
F6. Vad tycker du om SQDCEP och Volvos kärnvärden (kvalitet, säkerhet och
miljö)?
S1. Skriver under på dem. Alltid ta hänsyn till dem, bra för ergonomi t.ex. är också bra
för plånboken. Bra business case och alla påverkar varandra.
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F7. Hur tror du att investeringsprocessen på fabriken kan förbättras?
S1. Göra plan, följa plan.
F8. I modellen jag ska ta fram, vilka kriterier/aspekter tror du är viktigast att ta
med?
S1. Timing, tidplanen, kolla på hjulet. Är det rimligt? Borde välja prio 1or tidigare. Göra
en plan följa en plan.
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